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CEO’S REVIEW

Making the future, not drifting into it
TEXT JAN SASSE PHOTO ALEKSANDRA OKOLO-KULAK

THE WORLD should be a better place in 2030 than it
is today. Tesi wants to be part of making the future,
not just drifting into it. In addition to world-famous
conductors and ice hockey players, we want Finnish
expertise, perseverance and creative passion also to
produce solutions to global challenges. These solutions are produced in companies: cleaning oceans,
enhancing cancer treatments or lengthening IT lifecycles.
Tesi develops Finland’s venture capital and
private equity market so that innovative companies
have sufficient financing for global growth. Companies are key players in finding and deploying sustainable solutions to global challenges. Therefore also
the society at large benefits from the achievements
of companies as well as their financial backers.
Since only responsible companies are able to create
sustainable growth, it is essential that owners set
requirements when sparring companies.

TURNING INVESTMENTS INTO IMPACT
During 2018 and 2019, we engaged all our personnel
in formulating Tesi’s new strategy. One of the main
drivers for our operations is to achieve a positive
impact. Our portfolio companies were Finland’s
fourth largest source of international sales in 2018.
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Although this is a great achievement, it is not enough
anymore. We want Finnish companies to also be
involved in solving the challenges of sustainable future.
We are not alone in this. Startup companies
often target their operations, one way or another,
at solving the major concerns of mankind. Similarly,
more established companies are setting their sights
more and more on sustainable development. For
example, adopting a circular economy approach to
business is one way for a company to make a positive impact.
Attitudes towards corporate responsibility have
changed drastically during the past years. A company does not need to be perfect to be qualified as an
investment. There can be room for improvement,
and investors are ready to jump in and help with
these improvements. When the aim is to solve major
challenges, it is not what companies leave undone
that should be monitored, but rather what they can
do in a new way. Research by the Finnish Venture
Capital Association indicates that 58% of Finnish
investors address impact issues in addition to responsibility when planning new funds. This mindset
brings investors and companies to the same side
of the table in their attempts to make a positive
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We operate as a long-term investor in funds,
and in doing so we enhance the positive development of growth financing in Finland. Our collaboration with Finnish and international funds, such as
Lifeline, Atomico or Devco, brings in significant business expertise to Finnish companies. Tesi’s direct investment programmes offer a faster precision weapon for eliminating bottlenecks in the market. Under
our Circular Economy programme, we have invested
TURNING OWNERSHIP INTO EXPERTISE
in Environmental Technologies Fund 3 and made
Another aspect of our mission is to support Finnish
direct investments in Endev and Foamit Group.
companies’ growth and international expansion. UsThrough our co-investment programme with the
ing our networks we help companies raise financing
European Investment Bank (EIB), we diversify growth
and, most importantly, expertise from Finnish and
financing together with private
international sources.
investors and ensure that Finnish
It is sometimes claimed that
We want
companies can raise large enough
Finnish companies are sold abroad
Finnish
financing rounds for their needs. In
too early. It is, indeed, admirable
companies
to
be
2019 we made investments under
that Finland has companies with
involved in solving
the programme in Wirepas, solver
long-term owners. There are many
of industrial IoT challenges, IceEye,
companies, though, for which a mix
the challenges of
developer of satellite imaging, and
of Finnish and international owners
sustainable future.
Rauma Marine Constructions, a
can prove to be profitable, because
shipbuilding company.
a company needs different ownerThe stock exchange is one important source of
ship skills at different stages. An international owner
growth capital. An IPO is also an opportunity for incan be the best possible solution for a company that
is just entering a market that is familiar to its owner.
vestors to exit from portfolio companies and plough
Minority investors can make ownership arcapital back into new investees. Last year five comrangements easier when, for example, family busipanies listed on Helsinki Stock Exchange’s First North
Growth Market. Tesi wants to promote listings on
ness owners want to import expertise to develop
the Helsinki Stock Exchange by acting as an anchor
their companies without divesting the entire cominvestor and by sparring growth companies towards
pany. Tesi is a minority shareholder in its portfolio
an IPO. In 2019, we were an anchor investor in the
companies, working in cooperation with other invesIPO of Relais Group, and two of our portfolio compators, owners and partners. We try to obtain the best
expertise for the company through our networks.
nies (Optomed and LeadDesk) listed as well.
In an ideal case, the company that is sold reAs in previous years, Tesi’s financial perforceives a new and better home, while the vendor
mance remained strong in 2019. Portfolio compare-invests their expertise and resources into new
nies’ healthy growth and exits, in particular on the
companies. This creates a virtuous circle that profund investments side, boosted our profit to €78
million. This provides Tesi with excellent resources
duces active ownership, jobs and wellbeing that benfor continuing to finance Finnish companies’ growth
efit the whole economy.
and develop the country’s risk capital market.
TURNING MONEY INTO SOLUTIONS. Tesi is
an active investor that develops the venture capital
and private equity market in Finland, consistently
TURNING INFORMATION INTO ACTION
analysing the market to identify bottlenecks. We
Our fourth strategic theme is to produce and distribwant to ensure that promising projects are not left
ute insightful data on the venture capital and private
behind simply because they lack financing. In 2019,
equity market. We will deepen our understanding of
we made investments totalling €133m in funds and
market bottlenecks so that we can target our investdirectly in companies.
ments at areas promising the best potential impact.
impact. Common goals are a good starting point for
development.
When implementing our new strategy we will
build meters to measure the impact of companies’
operations. Alongside profits, we are looking for
other ways to measure how companies can quantitatively demonstrate the impact they achieve.
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has grown in complexity and become more internaWe collect and refine in-house and public data. We
collate the data with our charted experience in coltional, while the number of investors and financial
instruments has multiplied. Set against this, our own
laboration with our partners.
operational capabilities and market leverage have
One example of our data product is the analincreased. Digitalisation has opened up the whole
ysis of Finnish Mittelstand companies. The analysis
industry to new ways of working.
confirmed the assumption that Finland’s MittelOur work will never be completed, because
stand (mid-sized) companies are a strikingly narrow
companies and markets face constantly changing
segment. Most of company turnover in Finland is
conditions. Market bottlenecks
generated by large corporations in
change locations and business
the country’s three largest sectors. An
A virtuous
cycles are not static. Companies
economy weighted in favour of large
circle
is
and funds need financing, procorporations in a few sectors is vulnercreated,
that
able not only to global macrocycles,
fessional sparring and networks
but also to business fluctuations in
to accelerate their growth in all
produces active
individual sectors. When large corsituations.
ownership, jobs and
Our operations are founded
porations are in a dominant market
wellbeing that benefit
on the knowledge, expertise, conposition in their global target markets
the whole economy.
already, they also have more limited
tacts and networks acquired over
growth potential compared to smallthe course of our 25-year history.
We could not have built our data model, for instance,
er niche players and growth companies developing
without systematically collecting the data for such
innovative products. Mid-sized companies therefore
a long time. All of this enables us to implement our
play an important role in Finland’s economy in terms
new strategy together with our partners.
of their growth and employment potential. We must
I would like to thank Tesi’s personnel, investors
now find ways to lift this group of companies to the
both in Finland and abroad, and above all Finnnext level.
ish growth companies for their courage in finding
new solutions and taking them to global markets.
AMBITION FOR OWNERSHIP AND SUCCESS
Through ambition for ownership and success, we will
Tesi was founded 25 years ago. During this time, imtogether lift Finland into the front ranks of renewed
pact themes have become increasingly important in
economic growth. |
the world of risk capital. The operating environment
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Seeking global influencers
as the market evolves
Finland’s venture capital and private equity
industry has made great strides in growth
and internationalisation over the last decade. The next decade will reveal how many
companies, supported by active owners,
can step up to become solvers of global
challenges.
TEXT MAIJA RAUHA PHOTO ALEKSANDRA OKOLO-KULAK

THE DIRECTORS of Tesi’s investment teams – Matias Kaila (Funds), Juha Lehtola (Direct Investments,
Venture Capital) and Jussi Hattula (Direct Investments, Growth & Industrial Investments) – formed
a panel to review how Finland’s VC&PE industry has
fared since 2009 and what the future holds in store
for it.
“A ten-year perspective shows up how much
progress has been made. The availability of capital
has reached unprecedented volumes, facilitating
access for companies to a fast growth track. The
industry itself has also become more international ,”
sums up Kaila.
Slush, Finland’s world-famous startup and
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technology event, has
greatly helped Finnish companies create
international networks.
Capital volumes have
increased manyfold and
the industry has diversified: different types of
investors are now on the
The availmove. This is evidence
that there are more
ability
startups in Finland than
of capital has
ever before and that
reached unprecethey are more and more
dented volumes,
attractive to investors.
facilitating access
The international
venture capital market
for companies to a
has also lived through
fast growth track.
ten good years. Finland
MATIAS KAILA / DIRECTOR
is a mature market for
(FUND INVESTMENTS), TESI
its size, and relative to its
size raises more venture
capital than any other European country. The country has lessons to learn, though – for example, from
Sweden as well as from hi-tech leader Israel. Finland’s favourable development needs to continue
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over the next ten years
if it is to catch up to their
level.
Hattula points
out that international investors have not
reached the Finnish
buyout market to the
same extent. Of course,
there are some individual cases where a large
international player has
cherry-picked a Finnish
project.

Awareness of
responsi- bility
has grown among
both investors
TIME TO REDEEM
and founders, and
PROMISES IN THE
we’ll continue to
2020S
give it high priori- “We’re currently at a
watershed, and it’s time
ty in future, too.

to redeem promises
over the next decade.
We’ll see which companies join the team of global influencers that manage
to solve problems affecting the whole of mankind,”
asserts Kaila.
“Venture capital funds are beginning to adopt a
thematic and sector-specific approach. Typically, ten
years ago, venture capital funds assigned the same
team to, for instance, IT and life sciences. Fund managers were generalists. For some time now funds
have become more specialised, and I believe they’ll
fragment in this way even more. Investors increasingly operate at the cutting edge, so a fund must be
able to pick out the best companies from the pool,”
adds Kaila.

JUHA LEHTOLA / DIRECTOR
(VENTURE CAPITAL INVESTMENTS),
TESI

VERSATILE TOOLBOX FOR GOING GLOBAL
Tesi’s directors unanimously agree that Finland will
look more international in 2030 than now. They remind us that there is not only one way to grow and
internationalise. For this reason, Tesi will diversify
its toolbox to match companies’ differing needs and
development paths.
“We must maintain adequate numbers of both
companies and sectors that are national champions
and globally competitive. Businesses elsewhere are
not letting the grass grow under their feet. The way I
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see it, we should build on the opportunities presented by our achievements so far, and in particular in
fields adjacent to them, rather than try to create new
skills from scratch. If we start from scratch, we could
find that we’re too late and that we have insufficient
resources,” concludes Hattula.

IMPACT ALONGSIDE GROWTH
Making an impact is one of Tesi’s strategic themes.
Impact is inbuilt into all Tesi’s investment decisions,
because the most promising future success stories
are those companies that will generate sustainable
business by solving global
challenges. Tesi seeks out
and supports these frontrunners. Tesi also works
towards making its own
activities more responsible and more impactful.
“We embedded
corporate responsibility
objectives into all our
For Tesi,
investment operations
simin 2019. We constantly
ask ourselves whether
ply supporting
our objectives are amgrowth is no
bitious enough, and we
longer a sufficient
find there’s always plenty
mission. Instead
more to do. The awareness of responsibility
our solutions will
has in any case grown
aim to make toamong both investors
morrow’s world
and founders, and we’ll
a better place to
continue to give it high
live in.
priority in future, too,”
JUSSI HATTULA / DIRECTOR
promises Lehtola.
(GROWTH & INDUSTRIAL INVESTKaila notes that Fin- MENTS), TESI
land can hold its head up
high in international comparisons. Finnish fund managers, for example, are highly conscious of corporate
responsibility issues.
“We’re one step ahead, and if we can do slightly
better, responsibility could give our funds and companies a powerful competitive edge. We are raising
the level of our own objectives, and we also want
to help Finnish investors pursue this theme in their
portfolio companies,” he says.
Tesi’s new portfolio companies commit
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to corporate responsibility objectives that are also
monitored.
“Nevertheless, we can’t rest on our laurels. Making an impact encompasses a lot more than jobs and
other elements of corporate responsibility. For Tesi,
simply supporting growth and internationalisation is
no longer a sufficient mission. Instead our solutions
will aim to make tomorrow’s world a better place to
live in,” states Hattula.

Tesi’s investments in 2019
IN 2019, Tesi made investments amounting to
€133 million in total. Tesi made commitments to
10 funds totalling €89 million and direct investments in 25 companies amounting to €43 million.

STRENGTHENING THE FINANCING
ECOSYSTEM
Tesi strengthens the overall VC & PE ecosystem
in Finland by investing in funds. Tesi’s collaboration with Finnish and international funds, such
as Evolver and Lifeline Ventures as well as Creandum, Atomico and Northzone, makes more
expertise on international expansion available for
Finnish companies. Tesi invested in all these new
funds during 2019.
“Our investments in DevCo and Armada V
represent our objectives of diversifying companies’ ownership and financing structures, as well
as introducing changes in ownership and financing as an element in companies’ strategic planning. We supported sector-specific investment
by investing in Sparkmind.vc, a venture capital
fund in the education sector. We also invested in
Capman Buyout XI to support a generation shift
within the team,” reports Kaila.
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“We screen projects also from the viewpoint of
how they will impact global megatrends. Furthermore, we see being impactful as a profitable business opportunity. In future, only those companies
that solidly base their operations on impact will succeed. Otherwise, a company will face risk reputation
damage and customer flight. Corporate responsibility and impact are powerful values that shouldn’t be
underestimated,” Hattula continues. |

In 2019, Tesi arranged a number of events
that offered investors and technology companies
opportunities for networking and sharing best
practises. Tesi and Finland’s Ministry for Foreign Affairs arranged a trip to Israel for Finnish investors
to get to know the local startup ecosystem.
“We have a natural role as a network facilitator because we know
We have
the full spectrum of
recently
investors. Networking
helps boost the market shifted our investsupply of money and
ment focus toexpertise, and that is
wards even larger
one of our strategic obfinancing rounds.
jectives,” says Kaila.

OPENING
BOTTLENECKS
Tesi works together with the VC & PE market, assisting its smooth functioning. Lehtola says that the
Venture Capital team’s focus in 2019 was opening
bottlenecks in later-stage venture capital.
“It’s fairly easy for start-ups to raise financing,
but finding capital is more challenging for a company looking to scale up. We’ve recently shifted our
investment focus towards even larger financing
rounds, and the European Investment Bank’s
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EFSI financing mechanism has been a useful tool
for this,” he continues.
Intended for growth-oriented SMEs, one-half
of the financing comes from EFSI and one-half
from Tesi, with private investors participating to
an equal extent in the funding. Wirepas, builder
of a wireless connectivity platform, was the first
to take advantage of this mechanism. The company’s financing round attracted much positive
attention.
“Another one of our focus areas is deeptech
that has long development horizons. In 2019,
we made a new investment in IQM, a company
developing a quantum computer. We’ve financed
spearhead projects in the health technology,
industrial technology and materials technology
sectors, and I believe they’ll also be a high priority
in future,” comments Lehtola.

SHARING RISKS
The Growth & Industrial Investments team has
traditionally operated as a co-investor in buyout
investments, sharing risks together with buyout
funds and other investors. Director Jussi Hattula
points to Picosun, a provider of ALD thin film technology, which raised share capital through collaboration between buyout funds and other private
investors in 2019.
“Making an impact has become increasingly
important in all we do. We invested in the scal-
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ing-up phase of Endev, which bases its operations on utilizing wastewater treatment sludge in
energy production and nutrient recovery,” Jussi
Hattula says.
Internationally, the construction sector has
performed rather poorly in terms of productivity. Tesi decided to step
in by acquiring a stake
Each IPO
in Fira, a construction
was imcompany that is internaportant to the
tionalising and aims to
development of
change the industry.
Scaling projects re- the investment
quiring new technology market.
often need large investments. Hattula explains
that Tesi has been involved in many such projects,
but raising private financing has been challenging
because investments can run to tens of millions
of euros.
Since only six companies listed on the Helsinki Stock Exchange in 2019, each listing was of
importance to the development of the investment market. Tesi was an anchor investor in the
listing of importer and technical wholesaler Relais
Group, and was involved in the IPOs of its portfolio companies Optomed (producer of fundus
cameras) and LeadDesk (provider of contact
centre software). These IPOs were successful and
strengthened the companies’ valuations. |
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Circular Economy:
Impact with profitable returns
Tesi, through its Circular Economy programme, invests in companies and funds
enhancing sustainable development. The
Circular Economy is not a specific sector,
but instead a mindset that any company
can adopt.
TEXT MAIJA RAUHA PHOTO ALEKSANDRA OKOLO-KULAK

LAUNCHED in 2018, Tesi’s Circular Economy investment programme channels capital to companies
enhancing sustainable development, but it also has
other purposes. Tesi wants to make impact investment an established concept and to help change
attitudes so that profit and responsible business are
not perceived as mutually exclusive. The same transaction can be both responsible and profitable.
“Sustainable operations can for example result
in cost benefits for a company or improve its market
position. A company can make savings in the cost of
materials and simultaneously lower regulatory fees.
Sustainable production can be a competitive edge,
and on top of that an ethical company is a more fa-
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voured employer and a
more attractive investment target,” Investment Director Petteri
Laakso points out.
As natural resources become depleted
A Circular
and problems with waste
Economy
escalate, the traditional
linear production model mindset should
is no longer a viable opbe a part of all
tion. Product lifecycles
business activities
need to be prolonged
and a criterion in
and raw materials reall investment.
used as efficiently as
HELI KERMINEN / DIRECTOR, TESI
possible. The last resort
should be to produce
energy from valuable raw materials.
“The Circular Economy should be a part of all
business activities and a criterion for all investments.
We hope that in the future, Circular Economy will be
so common that the term becomes redundant. Ideally, all companies will then be a part of the circular
economy” Director Heli Kerminen says.
Investment Director Mikael Niemi adds that
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Circular
Economy
is not a new
concept for us,
but promoting it
has become more
important than
ever.

it makes sense for an
investor to develop a
company in accordance
with Circular Economy
guidelines because it
increases the value of
the company. The next
owner is likely to pay
more for a company
that is operating within a Circular Economy
mindset.

CIRCULAR
ECONOMY IS A
MINDSET

Circular Economy models can be financed unPETTERI LAAKSO / INVESTMENT
der Tesi’s programme
DIRECTOR, TESI
in different sectors. Tesi
intends to avoid narrow-minded thinking: hardly any company will be
able to completely implement the concept of Circular Economy. The main criterion is that the company
wants to develop towards it.
Circular Economy is more than waste processing and recycling, and the concept also includes for
example Product-as-a-Service business models. If
light is sold as a service instead of a lamp, it motivates the vendor to select lamps with a long lifespan
for the application. Also extending the product
lifecycle, as Swappie does with mobile phones by
refurbishing and reselling them, as well as enabling
shared use of goods via a matchmaker platform, are
typical Circular Economy operating models.
Lifecycle thinking – meaning that a company is
accepting the responsibility throughout the lifecycle
of a product it manufactures – is also associated with
the Circular Economy. That often calls for cooperation across corporate boundaries.

MEASURING MORE THAN JUST PROFIT
Circular Economy challenges companies to analyse
the changes they can implement to make their operations more sustainable. As part of its Circular Economy programme, Tesi is proposing and implementing alternative performance meters together with its
portfolio companies to be able to measure change.
“We want to collaborate with companies in
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identifying what else other than profit is worth
measuring. We believe that both universal and company-specific meters will be needed. Reductions in
companies’ energy usage or greenhouse gas emissions, for instance, can be monitored. In the case
of the re-use of raw materials, we can measure the
amount of new raw material saved,” Kerminen suggests.
“Circular Economy often involves a chain of
companies, in which case a measurable benefit can
be produced in a downstream company. It’s important to grasp the big picture, and to consider an
alternative to the method or procedure selected by
taking the whole ecosystem into account,” continues
Laakso.

TWO DIRECT
INVESTMENTS
Tesi’s Circular Economy
programme will provide
financing of altogether
€75 million over the next
few years to companies in
the Circular Economy
We have
sphere. €50 million of
made
the investment protwo direct
gramme will go into
direct investments and
investments from
€25 million will be used
the programme:
to support funds investFoamit Group, at
ing in Finland’s circular
economy. Tesi has made the end of 2018,
two direct investments
and Endev in 2019.
MIKAEL NIEMI / INVESTMENT
from the programme:
DIRECTOR, TESI
Uusioaines, nowadays
Foamit Group, at the
end of 2018, and Endev
in 2019.
“Alongside these, our portfolio includes a number of companies, where Circular Economy is part of
their everyday routine. GRK, for instance – a pioneer
in infrastructure construction – addresses environmental aspects immediately at the planning stage
of its projects. Another example from our portfolio
is Kotkamills, a manufacturer of paper and board
products, that makes corporate responsibility and
sustainable development an integral part of the
product itself. Recyclability of the products is important to its customers. The Circular Economy is not
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a new concept for us, but promoting it has become
more important than ever,” summarises Laakso.
The Circular Economy programme made its first
fund investment in the ETF3 fund. The Environmental Technologies Fund (ETF) creates value by supporting European companies striving for sustainable
development through innovation. Its investment
strategy centers around smart industry, smart cities
and smart energy. The ETF’s portfolio in Finland includes Wirepas, which is also one of Tesi’s portfolio
companies. When making the investment, Tesi was
particularly impressed by ETF’s comprehensive approach to measuring impact.

DATA ACQUISITION HAS STARTED
With the help of its newly built data model, Tesi is
mapping Finnish companies working in Circular
Economy in order to increase understanding and visibility of the topic. No ready data is available because
the companies are spread across different sectors.
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At the first stage,
The definitive
Tesi has identified
some 300 Finnish
advantage
companies that, in
of our method is
one way or another,
the safe extraction
operate in the Circuof phosphorus. Our
lar Economy. Most
main markets will be
of these companies
are SMEs generating outside Finland.
ARTTU LAASONEN / CEO, ENDEV
a combined turnover of €1 billion in
2018, working mostly in the recovery & recycling and
energy & resource efficiency areas. The companies
vary in size, but on average grow approximately 18%
p.a. They have developed well in recent years, which
is manifested by growing investment volumes and
larger financing rounds raised by Circular Economy
companies.
“We will tell more about the development of
these companies in 2020,” says Kerminen.
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PUTTING WASTE INTO PRODUCTIVE USE
Building on research conducted at Lappeenranta
University of Technology (LUT), Endev Ltd has developed a process that enables the incineration of
decomposed municipal sludge. The method extracts
phosphorus and other nutrients from the sludge
while eliminating contaminants such as microbes,
drug residuals and microplastics. The process also
produces thermal energy. Another product is nutrient-rich ash that can be safely used as a forest
fertiliser.
“There’s a risk in current sludge treatment
methods that harmful compounds will cycle back to
the environment. Our method eliminates this risk.
Incineration near the wastewater treatment plant
also avoids incessant traffic transporting sludge,
because the volume transported onwards drops to
one-tenth of its former amount,” says Endev’s CFO
Arttu Laasonen in explaining the benefits of the
method.
Endev sees waste sludge as a renewable resource containing nutrients and energy that should
be exploited. The facility is compact and of a size
small enough to be built next to cities’ wastewater
plants. Surplus energy can be utilised as, for instance, district heat, as in the start-up phase of the
Rovaniemi facility.
“Developing the technology and obtaining the
environmental permits took years, but during that
time market prospects improved. Many countries
are making it compulsory to incinerate sludge. Globally, the definitive advantage of the method is the
safe extraction of phosphorus. Our main markets
will be outside Finland. We have a constant queue
comprising dozens of international parties interested in our solution,” Laasonen says. |

Read more about Endev on Tesi’s Dare to
Grow website.
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Mittelstand: Sparring partners for SME’s
From the Finnish economy’s point of view,
it is central that more and more medium-sized companies will find a fast track to
growth and become international leaders
in their fields. Tesi works with growth-oriented SMEs by offering them financing and
expertise together with its partners.
TEXT MAIJA RAUHA | PHOTO LEROY AGENCY

MEDIUM-SIZED companies in Finland account for
only three per cent of businesses registered as employers, but they are in a crucial position in terms
of employment and the national economy. Medium-sized companies employing 50-249 people generate over 20% of Finnish companies’ net sales, jobs
and exports. (Source: EK Pk-Pulssi 2019).
These companies occupy a key position in Finland’s economic growth. According to a survey by EK,
the Confederation of Finnish Industries, roughly two
out of three medium-sized companies seek annual
growth of over 10%, but only 9% seek strong growth
of over 30% a year. Most medium-sized companies
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are not set on a growth
track at all. Katriina Juntunen, CEO of Kasvuryhmä (Growth Collective
Finland) that brings
together a community of
mid-sized companies pursuing growth, knows what is
amiss.
Everything
“Everything starts
starts
from the owners wanting to grow. We chalfrom the owners
lenge our new members wanting to grow.
to raise the level of their KATRIINA JUNTUNEN / CEO, KASVURYHMÄ
ambitions, because
only that forces them to
think differently to their competitors. The desire to
grow must be formalised into concrete growth targets that are pursued in earnest,” she says.

EXPERTISE MOST IN NEED
Juntunen suggests that, at a practical level, an obstacle to growth for most medium-sized companies is a
shortage of relevant skills.
“Technological advances, for instance, open up
opportunities for new types of growth strategy,
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but this sets a challenge for companies to develop
and identify the expertise needed to implement
them quickly enough,” she explains.
Juntunen says Kasvuryhmä’s members are fully
aware that growth must be responsible and sustainable. For many companies, this means shifting to circular economy business models that concentrate on
maximising customer value while minimising waste.
Such a change requires not only expertise and courage, but also a new way of collaborating with finance
providers and, indeed, the whole value chain.

ATTITUDES AS AN OBSTACLE
Samuli Sipilä, founding partner of private equity
company Juuri Partners, does not believe that companies lack ambition. He thinks that many would like
to grow, but that there is a shortage of good advice,
risk sharers and capital.
“I know that entrepreneurs work long days and
have their hands full. If they were asked whether
they want to grow their companies, if they had longterm financing as well as support and help to develop their business, there would be double the number wanting to grow,” he claims.
Sipilä points out that it is only in recent years
that entrepreneurs have been encouraged to grow,
and some people are still dubious of the merits of
entrepreneurship. Traditionally, only solo entrepreneurship has been appreciated. Sipilä regards these
sorts of attitudes as an obstacle to growth.
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“The small size
of Finland’s markets is
another impediment.
Growth quite quickly
reaches its limits, and
not all companies have
experience of international expansion. Most
medium-sized companies lack international
networks, and we suffer
from a dire shortage of
talent capable of building up international
sales,” he points out.

Many
companies
would like to grow,
but there is a
shortage of good
advice, risk sharers
and capital.
SAMULI SIPILÄ / FOUNDING PART-

NER, JUURI PARTNERS
A GROWING
BUSINESS NEEDS
MORE THAN JUST MONEY

The staff at Juuri answer entrepreneurs’ questions
and use Juuri’s networks to help them. They rarely
put money first, because doing so can even be detrimental if it results in unmanaged growth. The success of the company becomes the common interest
of both the entrepreneur and the investor through
joint dialogue.
“When growing, a company needs the structures and resources for growth, corporate governance, improved transparency and a board of directors that is competent for its development stage.
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These should be built with a truly long horizon in
view. Entrepreneurs often neglect to develop their
governance, growth structures and customer processes because they find fine-tuning a service or a
device more interesting,” says Sipilä.
Investors receive their rewards when the company succeeds. “We Finns have a lot to learn about
ownership culture also in the sense that a company
might need different owners at different development stages. True, there’s nothing to prevent a company having the same owner for a hundred years,
but it doesn’t actually need to,” he comments.
The Juuri Rahasto II fund started operating with
€110 million in 2019. Tesi, and the fund-of-fund KRR
III it manages, are investors in the fund together with
other fund investors. Juuri Partners selects portfolio
companies from among well-established and profitable Finnish SMEs that have a good business idea and
growth ambitions.

LONG-TERM WORK TO GROW
WORLD-CLASS COMPANIES
The founding partners of development company
DevCo partners, Teemu Alahuhta, Lauri Stadigh
and Otto Kukkonen, worked in conventional investment companies before establishing DevCo in 2014.
They decided to do things differently and create their
own operating model dedicated to active development and a long-term ownership horizon. They focus
on growing a handful of medium-sized companies
into international leaders. They have brought together a bunch of experienced advisors and anchor
investors to support them.
“Our objective is to build, and develop over a
longer time span, world-leading companies in selected niche markets. The sector should be international
and at least €500 million in size, allowing growth to
a sufficient size. Strong drivers of long-term growth
must exist in the sector, typically evident from average profitability. A company must have a clearly
identifiable competitive edge. It must be based on
sustainable operation, encompassing responsibility and corporate culture as core values,” lists Otto
Kukkonen.
DevCo believes that even the most promising
medium-sized companies need sparring when they
pursue global growth. Support might be needed,
for instance, in clarifying the vision, establishing the
strategy process, executing an acquisition, or more
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particularly in integration
after an acquisition. DevCo is fully prepared to
adopt an operationally
active role in developing
its companies.

RANKED AMONG
EUROPE’S 10
LARGEST

We want
to build
world-leading
companies in
selected niche
markets.

Testimony to a handson approach Otto Kukkonen stepped in for
one year as interim CEO
in DevCo’s first portfolio company, industrial
OTTO KUKKONEN / FOUNDING
PARTNER, DECVO PARTNERS
valve manufacturer
Vexve (now Vexve Armatury Group).
Vexve concluded its first acquisition in August
2019 when it bought the Czech valve manufacturer
Armatury Group, a company larger than itself. With
net sales exceeding €100 million, Vexve Armatury
Group now ranks among the ten largest valve manufacturers in Europe – but Kukkonen emphasises that
this is just the start.
DevCo is a major shareholder in Medix Biochemica, a biotech company in the diagnostics sector. In 2019 DevCo raised €180 million of long-term
capital for its next investment platform. Tesi is one of
the investors.
“There aren’t really any other investment companies in the same size range in Europe that focus
on individual companies and that can support portfolio companies at the operational level needed for
strong global growth,” says Kukkonen.|

Read more about DevCo on Tesi’s Dare
to Grow website.

DEVCO
JUURI PARTNERS
KASVURYHMÄ
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IPO’s: Funding for the next growth phase
A well-functioning stock exchange is an
important economic structure that enables
companies to obtain growth financing. Tesi
supports Finnish growth companies in their
IPOs. In 2019, Tesi was involved in the IPOs
of LeadDesk, Relais Group and Optomed.
TEKSTI MAIJA RAUHA

SARI LOUNASMERI, President & CEO of the Finnish Foundation for Share Promotion, believes a
well-functioning stock exchange is essential for two
reasons:
“Firstly, for financing companies’ growth. In earlier days, companies mainly resorted to bank loans
for financing. After the financial crisis, though, regulation was introduced that increased the capital that
companies seeking a loan need to pledge as security.
Mature owners do not always have sufficient funds
for financing a spurt in growth, so new owners are
needed. Now a company can raise these funds by
listing on the stock exchange,” she says.
“The second reason is enabling ownership,” she
says. “Nowadays, Finns are more eager to invest in
shares to grow their savings. Companies can also
raise financing through, for instance, crowdsourcing,
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but a stock exchange
is a more reliable and
safer trading platform. Companies
intending to list must
meet certain criteria
that are scrutinised
and approved by the
stock exchange. Stock
exchange regulations
safeguard small investors,” adds Lounasmeri.
Lounasmeri
believes that Finnish
society as a whole will
benefit from as many
Finns as possible owning shares of Finnish
companies. At present,
over 800,000 Finns own
shares in their own
name.

It’s
interesting
that active owners
instil responsibility
in companies
without the
state needing to
intervene.
SARI LOUNASMERI / CEO, PÖRSSISÄÄTIÖ

SMALL INVESTORS FOSTER GROWTH AND
RESPONSIBILITY
When companies obtain financing for innovative
business ideas, they can expand their operations
and employ more people. More jobs generate
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more tax revenues. A stock exchange can thus be
regarded as a basic social structure.
“In Sweden, companies list on the stock exchange at rather an early stage. Swedes recognise
that small investors becoming owners often promotes a company’s growth, because they are ambitious and want a good return on their investment.
Small investors are often also more conscious of
responsibility and encourage companies to address
environmental issues in the solutions they offer,”
Lounasmeri says.
In autumn 2019, the European Central Bank
published a comparison of European countries’ carbon dioxide emissions per capita in relation to their
levels of equity funding. It showed that the higher
the proportion of funding coming from shareholders, the lower were the carbon dioxide emissions per
capita.
“It’s interesting that active owners instil responsibility in companies without the state needing to
intervene,” comments Lounasmeri.

TESI SUPPORTS COMPANIES IN IPO’S
Tesi supports Finnish companies in IPOs by sparring
with them. Listing is a good option for raising growth
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capital, and being a listed company in many ways
supports a company as it grows.
“Acquisitions, for instance, are easier when the
share price is known, and a share swap can be used
as financing. Moreover, the interest on debt financing is often lower for a listed company than for an
unlisted one,” Tesi’s Investment Director Keith Bonnici points out.
The alternative to listing is often selling the
company. If the company is sold and only its subsidiary remains in Finland, the best jobs and tax revenues move abroad. Listing enables continuation of
Finnish ownership while still allowing the company
to grow. The head office in that case generally stays.
“Neither can the communications perspective
be overemphasised: listed companies gain a lot of
visibility, which facilitates the recruitment of skilled
advisers, board members and personnel,” says Bonnici.
Listing enhances a company’s credibility and
can even open doors to certain markets. In the
health technology sector, for example, listing can
give an important boost to credibility.
Tesi discusses the listing option with its portfolio companies at the outset and helps them, as need-
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ed, to develop their activities to the level required by
stock exchange regulations. This support speeds up
development and eliminates fears of listing.
In 2019, Tesi’s portfolio companies LeadDesk
and Optomed listed on the stock exchange. In addition, Tesi was an anchor investor in Relais Group’s
IPO.

and new customer segments,” says Optomed’s
founder and CEO Seppo
Kopsala.

INVOLVEMENT IN OTHER M&AS

Optomed manufactures
capital we’ve
small, lightweight, handraised to expand
held fundus cameras
and associated software geographically
and also to
solutions for screening of eye diseases.
commercialise
The company’s goal is
our new, AI-based,
to make eye screening
solution.
available at primary
SEPPO KOPSALA / CEO, OPTOMED
healthcare units. That
would provide faster
treatment for changes in the retina that are caused,
for instance, by diabetes, thus preventing loss of
sight. Diabetic retinopathy is the leading cause of
vision loss in working age population.
“There are other companies beside us that
manufacture fundus cameras but integrating artificial intelligence in image interpretation into handheld fundus cameras opens up huge new business
opportunities,” Kopsala explains.
Optomed spent eighteen months preparing for
its IPO by beefing up its governance, creating the
necessary processes and enhancing its communications to meet stock exchange standards. Optomed’s
operations are already responsible per se, because
the company is aiming to bring better eye health
within reach of more people. |

Tesi has solid experience of IPOs, and many of its
portfolio companies have grown through acquisitions also. Tesi plans to utilise this expertise more
widely in future.
“When the goal is to create impressive growth
stories, acquisitions are often the next step after
listing. Listing improves the opportunities for acquisitions because becoming a part of a listed company’s growth story can be an attractive proposition,”
Bonnici says.

IPO PROVIDES OPTOMED WITH
FUEL TO POWER GROWTH
Health technology pioneer Optomed received gross
proceeds of €20 million from its IPO and gained
2,300 new owners. The company’s motive for listing
was specifically to raise funds for the next growth
phase.
“Listing gives us
visibility and improves
our credibility in the
eyes of both investors and customers.
We’ll use the capital
we’ve raised to expand geographically
and also to comListed
mercialise our new,
companies
AI-based, comprehensive eye-screening
gain a lot of
solution. At present,
visibility, which
we have a market
facilitates the
presence in over 60
recruitment of
countries through our
skilled advisers,
distribution network
board members and and OEM customers.
Our strategy is to
personnel.
expand into both new
KEITH BONNICI / INVESTMENT
geographical markets
DIRECTOR, TESI
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IMPROVED EYE
HEALTH FOR MANY
MORE

We’ll use the

Read more about Optomed on Tesi’s
Dare to Grow website.

PÖRSSISÄÄTIÖ
OPTOMED
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Deeptech: Solving global challenges
Finland is a top country for innovation,
which is reflected in the country’s bustling deeptech ecosystem. For investors,
deeptech companies offer substantial
return potential due to their unique knowhow and research. One such company
in Tesi’s portfolio is IQM, a developer of
groundbreaking quantum computing solutions.
TEKSTI NIKO HAIKALA | KUVA ALEKSANDRA OKOLO-KULAK

DEEPTECH startup companies aim to solve major global challenges through significant scientific
advances and high-tech innovations. International
venture capital company Atomico has been following
both the European and the Finnish tech scene for a
long time, and they’ve witnessed notable strengthening in the deeptech scene.
“We’re seeing a change in the mindset of academia in Europe; entrepreneurial careers are now an
accepted alternative to academia among PhDs and
graduates. More and more companies are being cre-
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ated out of research. There were 335 deals involving
university spinoffs in
Europe in 2019, up
from 179 in 2015”, explains Sophia Bendz,
Partner at Atomico.

FINLAND –
THE LAND OF
RESEARCH
AND DEEPTECH
INVESTMENTS

Sweden
and Finland
were in the top
10 countries
for deeptech
investment in 2019.

Finland is known for
its high levels of science and innovation,
and Finnish companies attract the most
venture capital in
SOPHIA BENDZ / PARTNER, ATOMICO
Europe in relation to
GDP (source: FVCA /
Invest Europe). When it comes to deeptech investments, Finland is also among the top countries in
Europe, making big strides in 2019.
“Two Nordic countries, Sweden and Finland,
were in the top 10 countries for deeptech investment in 2019. Funding in Finland in particular
jumped in 2019 – from 2014–2018, Finland
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ranked 8th for deeptech funding in Europe, and in
2019 it jumped to 5th. Finland has one of the highest
densities of researchers and professional developers
of any country in Europe, which is a key combination
for supporting the development of a deeptech industry, Bendz says.

TESI IS A KEY INVESTMENT PARTNER
LOCALLY
Tesi is also heavily involved in the deeptech scene.
Investment Manager Tony Nysten lists several reasons for why deeptech is so interesting for investors.
“Deeptech companies usually have a long history of scientific research before the company is actually formed. Due to this, their products have high
defendability through their unique know-how compared to traditional companies. Deeptech companies
are also highly disruptive as they bring high levels
of innovation and new approaches to the table. All
of this makes deeptech companies interesting and
lucrative cases for investors”, Nysten explains.
Higher potential returns naturally mean higher
risk as well. The unique profile of deeptech companies means that Tesi is an important local partner for
international investors.
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“Because of
the emphasis on
research, deeptech
companies often have
longer lead times and
higher capital needs
than e.g. traditional software companies. In other words,
deeptech companies
Deeptech
demand patience and
companies
deep pockets from
demand patience
their investors. Tesi
and deep pockets
has both of these, so
we can also join cases from their investors.
early, if needed, to
TONY NYSTEN / INVESTMENT
MANAGER, TESI
share the risk with
both local and international partners”, Nysten states.

IQM DOES GROUNDBREAKING WORK IN
QUANTUM COMPUTING
One emerging and exciting deeptech company in
Finland is IQM, a spin-out from Aalto University and
VTT Technical Research Centre. IQM is developing
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quantum computing solutions for a variety of practical applications.
“Our quantum computing technology allows the
solving of tasks that would take thousands or even
millions of years to solve with classical computers.
The goal is to build quantum solutions that are actually practical to utilize in many different fields, from
e.g. academic research and the medical industry to
cloud computing and finance”, says Jan Goetz, CEO
at IQM.
Goetz got his PhD in quantum physics Munich,
but eventually his academic pursuits led him to
Finland. An opening in Mikko Möttönen’s research
group eventually turned into the quantum hardware leader known as IQM. IQM’s CTO Kuan Tan
was previously working in the same group, which is
part of Aalto’s quantum ecosystem, where also COO
Juha Vartiainen was working before joining software
industry.
“We operate from Finland partly because all
founding members were already doing their work
and research here, and hardware is not easy to
move around. However, Finland also has excellent
infrastructure to support working with quantum and
nano technologies”, Goetz continues.

“Firstly, IQM has
a world-class team
and a background in
an ecosystem that has
produced successful
companies before.
Secondly, their solutions have a massive
potential to be truly
Our goal
impactful, so it’s exciting to see what we can
is to build
achieve even after the
quantum solutions
investment window.
that are practical
Lastly, while Europe is
very strong in scientific to utilize in many
research, US and China different fields, from
have traditionally been academic research
better in commercialto the medical
izing innovations. We
industry and cloud
believe that both Fincomputing.
land and Europe have
JAN GOETZ / CEO, IQM
what it takes to bring
successful solutions
to market, and we want to be a part of making that
happen”, Nysten says. |

INVESTORS OFFER CAPITAL AND MENTORING
In addition to funding, IQM also benefits greatly from
the experience of its investors Matadero QED, Maki.
vc, MIG Funds, OpenOcean, Vito Ventures and Tesi.
“We have several investors from different backgrounds, each with their own style and flavor. There
is a lot of knowledge there on running both software
and hardware businesses, and we’ve been lucky
enough to leverage it on occasion”, Goetz explains.
Naturally, IQM also brings a lot to the table for
the investors with their strong scientific background
and high-level technology. From Tesi’s point of view,
three things in particular persuaded it to partner up
with IQM.
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Read more about Atomico and IQM on
Tesi’s Dare to Grow website.

IQM
ATOMICO
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BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT

an important element for successful entrepreneurship and

The slowdown in Finland’s economy continued in 2019, and

ownership.

forecasts indicate a decline to zero growth. Alongside de-

A more multidimensional and more challenging oper-

mographic factors, Finland’s business is affected by declin-

ating environment, coupled with the impacts of climate

ing prospects for the global economy, reflected specifically

change, will result in ever greater worldwide pressure on

in Europe. Many market commentators envisage Europe

political, social and economic systems, as well as on capital

entering an era of sluggish economic growth coupled with

allocation strategies. The sustainability of pension systems,

low interest rates. Geopolitical tensions and the outbreak

for instance, in the current climate of ultra-low interest

of the coronavirus epidemic in early 2020 disrupted the

rates has been a subject of debate both in Finland and else-

supply chains, production, sales & logistics networks, and

where. In the prevailing situation, investors’ role as creators

exports of Finnish companies.

of responsible economic growth, e.g. through the commer-

The global financial services industry enjoyed a year of
strong earnings from both shares and bonds, after briefly
faltering in Q4-2018. The underlying cause of such good

cialisation of innovative technologies and business models,
is growing in importance.

returns in 2019 was the accommodative monetary policy

TESI’S ROLE

pursued by central banks. This depressed interest rates

The objectives of the Finnish Prime Minister Marin’s Govern-

and diverted capital to seek higher returns from riskier

ment Programme (75% employment rate; R&D and inno-

asset categories, such as shares in listed companies and

vation funding to reach 4% of GDP; and Finland’s carbon

private equity.

neutrality by 2035) are common goals of the Ministry of

As with stock exchanges, Europe’s venture capital and

Economic Affairs and Employment guiding Tesi’s operations.

private equity (VC & PE) sector enjoyed a good year for

The aspects most pertinent to Tesi are the cross-sectoral

both funds raised and investment volumes, measured in

programmes implemented by the Ministry of Economic Af-

monetary terms. While PitchBook’s statistics highlight a

fairs and Employment to promote exports and international

reduction in the number of companies raising angel and

growth, entrepreneurship and ownership in Finland.

seed investments in Europe, there was appreciable growth

Tesi’s mission is to enhance Finnish business by improv-

in the average sizes of series B, C and D financing rounds,

ing the availability of financing. This involves developing

raising the valuation levels of companies. The main change

the VC & PE market and boosting the availability of private

compared to earlier years was the decline in exits from

capital in Finland; improving companies’ operating envi-

European venture capital backed companies.

ronment; promoting growth and internationalisation, while

The most important developments in Finland’s VC &

operating both profitably and in a socially beneficial way.

PE market were the first venture capital rounds to exceed

The supply of equity financing varies in Finland, depending

€100 million and some first-rate exits in the same segment

on the size of the financing requirement and the company

(iLoq, Smartly, Blueprint Genetics). In 2019, companies

growth phase. Market bottlenecks also change over time.

originating in Finland raised over €500 million in venture

In order to ensure the growth and internationalisation of

capital. Continuity of the Finnish ecosystem is supported by

Finnish companies, it is essential that growth financing in

numerous new risk capital funds that are raising - or have

Finland flows smoothly and bottlenecks in the market are

already raised - funds, which Tesi and its fund-of-funds KRR

identified.

have backed. Finnish funds have accumulated a sufficient

The core of Tesi’s operations consists of VC & PE

pool of dry powder to supply companies’ financing needs

investments, both in funds and directly in companies, and

over the next few years.

– to an increasing extent – of collaborating with partners

Alongside venture capital and private equity, IPOs and

to produce insightful data supporting the development

crowdsourcing rounds have in recent years become more

of Finland’s VC & PE industry. Tesi’s goal is to increase the

relevant as financing channels for Finnish growth compa-

ambition for ownership and success, raising Finland to the

nies. Well-functioning and diversified financial markets are

front ranks of renewed economic growth.
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INVESTMENT OPERATIONS

DIRECT INVESTMENTS

Tesi invests in VC & PE funds and directly in growth compa-

Tesi makes direct minority investments in fast-growing

nies together with private co-investors. During 2019, Tesi

technology companies, growth-oriented SMEs, M&As and

made new investments and commitments amounting to

buyouts, and industrial projects. Tesi’s investment pro-

€133m (€121m in 2018).

grammes promote growth and the renewal of economic
structures.

NEW INVESTMENTS, €M
Fund Commitments
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Direct Investments

investments totalling €17m in six companies (Wirepas
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In 2019, Tesi made direct investments amounting to
€43 (€62m) in 25 companies. Of these, Tesi made initial
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Ltd, Relais Group Plc). Tesi made follow-on investments
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amounting to €26m in 19 portfolio companies. Overall,
a total of almost €180m in new risk capital was channelled into these portfolio companies, over four times the
amount invested by Tesi. Of this total amount, some €99m
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came from international investors.
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FUND INVESTMENTS
Tesi’s fund investments focus on venture capital, growth
and buyout funds.
In 2019, Tesi gave commitments totalling €89m (€59m)
to ten funds. Tesi gave two commitments to Finnish venture capital funds (Eduimpact Fund I, Lifeline IV) and five
to growth and buyout funds (Armada V, CapMan Buyout
XI, DevCo Partners III, Evolver Fund I, Juuri Fund II). These
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roughly 10 times the amount of Tesi’s commitment. In
addition, Tesi gave three commitments to international
venture capital funds (Atomico V, Creandum V, Northzone

The €75m Circular Economy programme was

IX) supplementing the Finnish venture capital market with

launched at the end of 2018. In 2019, Tesi made an invest-

their special focus and/or expertise.

ment in Endev, which bases its operations on incinerating

Tesi paid out altogether €75m (€84m) to its portfolio

municipal waste and recovering raw material from it. By

funds in capital calls. Correspondingly, the funds returned

the end of 2019, Tesi has made investments amounting to

a total of €68m (€156m) to the company. Tesi exited from

€12.5m from the programme.

five fund investments that had reached the end of their
term.

The EFSI co-investment programme channels
financing from the European Investment Bank to Finnish

In addition to its own investment operations, Tesi

companies, enabling them to raise larger financing rounds.

manages KRR funds-of-funds (KRR, KRR II, KRR III). Estab-

One-half of the financing comes from the EFSI programme

lished by Tesi and Finnish institutional investors, the KRR

and one-half from Tesi, with private investors participating

funds-of-funds invest in Finnish venture capital, growth

to an equal extent. In 2019, three investments amounting

and selected buyout funds. In 2019, KRR III gave commit-

to €12.3m were made through the EFSI co-investment pro-

ments to four venture capital and growth funds. The KRR

gramme (Wirepas Ltd, Iceye Ltd, Rauma Marine Construc-

concept has proven to be successful over the last 10 years,

tions Oy).

while also having a positive impact on Finland’s economy.

Tesi also supports fast-growing and growth-oriented

Between 2009 and 2019, the KRR funds have committed

companies in making their initial public offerings (IPOs). In

capital to altogether 30 funds. These funds, in turn, have

2019, altogether six companies listed on the Helsinki Stock

been accelerating the growth and international expansion

Exchange. Tesi was involved in three of them: as an anchor

of over 220 Finnish companies.

investor in the listing of importer and technical wholesaler
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Relais Group, and in the IPOs of Tesi’s portfolio companies

in previous years. Altogether €78m was returned from in-

Optomed (producer of fundus cameras) and LeadDesk

vestments during the year, of which €68m was from funds

(provider of contact centre software).

and €10m from direct investments. Tesi made partial exits

One of Tesi’s objectives is to enhance the internationalisation of Finland’s VC & PE market. Alongside capital, international investors provide Finnish companies with highly

from two direct investments.

FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE

valuable expertise in international business management
and contact networks. In 2019, Tesi’s international partners

Consolidated profit/loss

invested altogether €124m in Finnish companies, of which

Financial performance was strong in 2019, in line with the

€35m came from Tesi’s international portfolio funds.

trend of previous years. A healthy profit was generated by

Tesi is an active investor and puts emphasis on active

both VC & PE investments and financial securities. Consolidated net profit for the financial year increased compared
to the previous year, amounting to €78m (€55m in 2018).

CHANNELING OF INTERNATIONAL CAPITAL, €M

The Group’s net gains from venture capital and private
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ownership and portfolio companies’ growth. The aggregated net sales of direct portfolio companies grew on average
by 14% (median) during the financial year. The aggregated
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Direct investments

Financial securities

net sales of venture-capital backed companies grew on
average by 23% (median), and of later-stage companies by

gains from funds were €42m (€72m). The increase in

an average 7% (median).

funds’ net gains was due to successful exits from portfolio

There was less exit activity in the review period than

companies and a general rise in valuation levels.
Net gains from direct investments amounted to €23m
(€18m). Net gains were partly generated by partial exits

GROWTH IN PORTFOLIO COMPANY REVENUE,
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Venture
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their growth and profitability.
Other operating income includes net gains from fi-
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nancial securities amounting to €39m (-€14m). The capital
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markets recovered from the slowdown in the last quarter
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of 2018, and this was reflected in earnings from financial
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securities.
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Operating expenses amounted to €8.5m (€8.3m), an
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increase of 2.4% against the previous year. To support
7
2019

strategy implementation, Tesi’s new data model and IT
system development contributed to the rise in expenses.
The ratio of operating expenses to investments under
management was 0.7% (0.8%). Operating profit amounted
to €96m (€68m).
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FINANCIAL ASSETS AMD UNPAID COMMITMENTS, €M

Balance sheet and financial position
Non-current assets were €751m (€646m) at the end of the

700

year, of which €711m (€606m) consisted of venture capital

600

and private equity investments recognised at fair value in

500

the statement of comprehensive income. Volumes of venture capital and private equity investment grew by €105m
during 2019. Of the venture capital and private equity
investments at the end of the year, €419m (€371m) was
invested in VC & PE funds and €292m (€235m) in direct investments. The changes are illustrated in the graph below.
Of the €65m change in fair value, €39m was realised gains.
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€1,088m as a result of the net profit of €78m for the finan-
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cial year. The Group’s equity ratio was 96.3% (96.6%). The
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Group did not hold any interest-bearing liabilities at the

200

end of 2019.
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RISKS AND RISK MANAGEMENT
31 Dec Additions Reduc- Change
2018
tions
in fair
value

31 Dec
2019

More detailed information about the determination of
fair value is given in Note 4 of the Notes to the Accounts.
The figure for current assets, €379m (€385m), included

Tesi’s operations are governed by a special law and a government decree relating to it, which define the company’s
main principles for risk-taking. Tesi promotes the development of Finland’s venture capital and private equity market
as well as the growth and internationalisation of Finnish
companies. The company’s operations therefore involve

€375m (€378m) of financial securities recognised at fair

bearing higher than usual risks in certain geographic areas

value in the statement of comprehensive income. The

and specific sectors. The company’s investment activities

figure for non-current assets also includes €25m (€25m) of

must nevertheless be managed as a whole in a way that

financial securities recognised at fair value in the statement

ensures investments are adequately diversified and that

of comprehensive income. Financial securities comprised

does not legally jeopardise the primary obligation for prof-

bond investments €241 (€227m), equity investments €86m

itable operation over the long term.

(€100m), and other investments €73m (€76m).
Financial securities safeguard continuity in the compa-

Tesi has a risk management policy, confirmed by the
Board of Directors. The policy sets out the principles for

ny’s investment operations and its ability to meet unpaid

risk management, specifies risk definitions and risk clas-

commitments. At the end of 2019 unpaid commitments

sifications and also defines the main roles and divisions

totalled €339m (€316m). Unpaid commitments consist

of responsibilities as well as the monitoring and reporting

almost entirely of commitments given to venture capital

procedures. The goal for risk management is to ensure

and private equity funds with an average payment period

that risks borne by the Company are commensurate with

of over four years. In addition to unpaid commitments to

its risk-bearing capability. The aim is to ensure that the

funds, some €100m has been set aside for implementing

risks attached to the company’s business operations are

the company’s ongoing investment programmes. Invest-

identified and assessed, that the company responds to

ment decisions made by the Board of Directors but not

those risks, and that they are managed and monitored.

implemented by year’s end amounted to €172m (€33m),

The Board of Directors confirms the company’s strate-

including a decision to invest in the fund-of-fund KRR IV

gy and action plan, in which the targets for different invest-

that became a commitment in January 2020.

ment allocations are prioritised and specified. In order to

The Group’s balance sheet totalled €1,130m (€1,031m)
on 31 December 2019. Shareholders’ equity grew to
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geographically, while taking into account the company’s

paring new investments, the effect of the investments on

mission. The Board makes the company’s investment deci-

liquidity and financial position is taken into account. Most

sions and supervises the implementation of investments.

of the Company’s cash flows and investments are denomi-

Risk management supports achievement of the goals
set in the company’s strategy and action plan by monitor-

nated in euros.
Investments in financial securities are made at the

ing that the risks taken are commensurate with risk-bear-

selected risk level in compliance with the investment policy

ing capability. Risk-bearing capability is managed by

confirmed by the company’s Board of Directors. Invest-

carefully planning investment operations and by managing

ments in financial securities aim to ensure the company

investments with the aim of assuring achievement of the

has adequate assets for private equity investing and other

targets set for return on capital and profitability.

payment transactions. Investments in financial securities

Tesi’s main risks are related to venture capital and

are spread mainly between investments in bond funds,

private equity investments, and to investments in financial

investments in equity funds, and alternative investments.

securities. Both involve various investment risks, including

The market volatility of financial securities is regularly

valuation risks, market risks, liquidity risks, financing risks,

monitored. The counterparty risk attached to investing in

credit risks, currency risks, interest risks, et cetera.

financial securities is managed with a thorough partner

A higher business risk is attached to direct industrial investments, which are aimed at influencing implementation

selection procedure.
Other risks which Tesi is exposed to include strategic

of Finland’s industrial policy. Direct industrial investments

risks, operational risks, risks of loss or damage, and risks

represent about one-fourth of the entire portfolio of direct

for reputation. Strategic risks are managed by regularly

investments and 10% of the whole VC & PE portfolio.

evaluating the company’s operations and operating envi-

The value of venture capital and private equity invest-

ronment. Operational risks are managed both by corpo-

ments at the end of the financial year amounted to €711m.

rate governance and with internal instructions, and these

Investments are subject to the risks stated above that, if

risks are covered by insurance.

they were realised, could substantially affect the future

At the end of 2019 the ratio of the company’s total

value of the investments. The table below presents the

investments (fair value) and commitments to shareholders’

possible euro-denominated impacts of relative changes in

equity was 97%.

valuations on the value of the venture capital and private
equity portfolio.

More detailed information about risks and risk management is given in Note 3 of the Notes to the Accounts.

The risks related to each private equity and/or venture
capital investment are managed by predictive generation
of deal flow, careful analysis in the screening phase, partici-

CORPORATE GOVERNANCE

pating through board work in the business development of

Group structure

portfolio companies, proactive interaction with managers

The Group’s subsidiaries are FEFSI Management Oy, Tesi

of venture capital and private equity funds, and positive

Fund Management Oy and Tesi Industrial Management

action in the exit phase.

Oy (all wholly-owned), and also Aker Arctic Technology Inc.

Managing financing risks ensures that the company

(ownership 66.4%).

always has adequate financing available for its business
operations (unpaid commitments). The company’s liquidity
and cash flows are continuously monitored. When pre-

Organisation and development of operations
At Tesi’s Annual General Meeting on 8 March 2019, the

IMPACT OF CHANGES IN VALUE OF VC & PE INVESTMENTS ON INVESTMENT PORTFOLIO (€711M), €M
Fund investments (fair value 419M€)
Direct investments
(fair value 292M€)

0%

-5 %

-10 %

-15 %

-20 %

0

-21

-42

-63

-84

-10 %

-29

-50

-71

-92

-113

-20 %

-58

-79

-100

-121

-142

-30 %

-87

-108

-129

-150

-171

-40 %

-117

-138

-159

-180

-200

0%
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following members were elected to the Board of Directors:

to €271,287,600.17. No significant changes in the compa-

Chairman of the Board of Directors Kimmo Jyllilä (M.Sc.

ny’s financial position have occurred since the end of the

(Econ), born 1972), Marika af Enehjelm (TkT, M.Sc. (Econ),

financial year. The Board proposes to the Annual General

born 1974), Pauli Kariniemi (Lic.Sc. (Econ), born 1970), Jyrki

Meeting that no dividend be distributed for financial year

Mäki-Kala (M.Sc. (Econ), born 1961), Mika Niemelä, (M.Pol.

2019. The company’s financial resources will be targeted

Sc., born 1975), Annamarja Paloheimo, (Senior Lawyer,

at venture capital and private equity investments that

LL.M., born 1964) and Riitta Tiuraniemi (M.Sc. (Tech), born

promote the growth and internationalisation of Finnish

1962). Marika af Enehjelm resigned from Tesi’s Board of

companies and the development of Finland’s venture capi-

Directors on 29 August 2019. The Board of Directors con-

tal and private equity market.

vened altogether 14 times in 2019 and average attendance
at the meetings was 81.9%.
The company’s CEO is Jan Sasse (M.Sc. (Econ.), born

EVENTS AFTER THE FINANCIAL YEAR
After the end of the financial year, Tesi has raised the fund-

1967). The parent company employed an average 37 peo-

of-fund KRR IV (Kasvurahastojen Rahasto IV Ky), together

ple during the year. Five new employees were recruited to

with Finnish institutional investors. The size of KRR IV was

permanent positions during the financial year. Five people

€165m at first closing, of which Tesi’s commitment was

resigned from the company and one person retired. At

€65m. KRR IV plans to invest in 10-14 Finnish venture capi-

year’s end 10 women and 25 men were permanent em-

tal, growth and selected buyout funds in 2020-2025.

ployees of the company, and one woman was employed
on a fixed-term contract.
Performance reviews with individual employees were
held twice during the review period. The reviews help

Tesi has also made direct investments in UpCloud Ltd
and Nordic Rescue Group Ltd, which is the parent company of Saurus Ltd and Vema Lift Ltd.

disseminate strategic targets at team and individual level,

PROSPECTS

and these targets are supported and monitored. In Tesi,

In 2020, Tesi will best fulfil its mission by focusing on four

personnel commitment and motivation are strongly based

strategic themes: impact; growth & internationalisation;

on employees being able to use and develop their skills

value creation; and insightful data.

and expertise in a versatile way. Skills development in 2019

Making a positive socio-economic impact permeates all

focused on deepening the understanding of Tesi’s strategic

Tesi’s activities. The impact of Tesi’s operations is evident

themes and on deploying Tesi’s new data tools. Personnel

at the macroeconomic level as an influence on industrial

were also trained to recognise unconscious bias and the

policy and the national economy, and at the company level

benefits of diversity.

as a spur to sustainable development. In 2020, Tesi will

Staff surveys are conducted regularly to monitor moti-

more clearly define its model for making an impact, meas-

vation and job satisfaction. The survey reviewed the imple-

uring it and collecting data. Tesi promotes diversity on a

mentation of Tesi’s values, individual work load, cooper-

broad scale in its own operations as well as in its portfolio

ation models, supervisory work, and Tesi as an employer.

funds and companies. Making a positive impact will play a

The overall index has risen from the 2018 level.

greater role in guiding Tesi’s own operations.

Tesi follows the guidelines issued by the Finnish gov-

Tesi will build its international network more system-

ernment regarding remuneration in state-owned com-

atically to serve the needs of Finnish companies. Tesi will

panies. Salaries and emoluments in 2019 totalled €4.2m

continue to attract private capital to Finland and to channel

(€3.9m). The remuneration system is developed in line

international business expertise into Finnish companies. At

with evolving company objectives, in order to effectively

the same time, Tesi will actively aim to make the expertise

support our business operations. More details about re-

and networks deriving from its international connections

muneration practices are given in the company’s Corporate

available to Finland’s venture capital and private equity

Responsibility Report.

market. Tesi is increasing its presence in Silicon Valley in
order to serve Finnish companies looking to expand inter-

Shares and share capital

nationally to North America and in order to assist Finnish

The company has one class of share and 43,160 shares.

funds in building investor networks.

The share capital is €438,992,200.

Tesi is an active investor that consistently develops the
Finnish venture capital and private equity market. Through

Board’s proposal for the
distribution of profit

identifying bottlenecks in the market, Tesi investigates

The parent company’s distributable earnings (according to

investment activities, distributing insightful data will play

FAS financial statements) on 31 December 2019 amounted

a larger role in market development in the future, with
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the aim of enhancing the Finnish market’s transparency

When screening projects, Tesi will pay greater attention to

and appeal. Tesi studies the market in cooperation with

the positive net impact of potential investees. Venture cap-

its partners and makes its data model available also for

ital investments will focus on promoting larger financing

academic research purposes. During 2020, in collaboration

rounds, and particularly on the healthtech and deeptech

with its partners, Tesi will publish studies of the Finnish

sectors. Direct growth investments will aim for diversifica-

venture capital and private equity market from different

tion of ownership to support companies’ growth and on

perspectives.

the industrial scaling of Finnish innovations. Tesi focuses

Tesi will continue to use its fund investments to pro-

on value creation, active ownership and the economi-

mote the long-term development and internationalisation

cally viable pursuit of impact in collaboration with other

of Finland’s venture capital and private equity market. Tesi

investors. The direct investments deal-flow is expected to

will put special emphases on sparring with Finnish fund

remain broadly the same as in 2019.

management teams in scaling up internationalisation,

Tesi will continue to cooperate closely with the Euro-

enhancing diversity in fund management teams, building

pean Investment Bank (EIB) and the European Investment

networks, developing the fund investor base, and strength-

Fund (EIF) in channelling EU financing to Finnish compa-

ening Finland’s growth fund market. The deal flow for

nies. The EFSI co-investment programme will continue to

Finnish fund projects is growing strongly. Investments in

play an important role in enabling larger financing rounds.

international funds will continue to be focused on areas

The positive financial performance of recent years

which will supplement the local offer of capital, expertise

provides Tesi with sound resources for promoting Finnish

and networks.

companies’ growth and internationalisation well into the

With direct investments, Tesi aims for faster impact by

future.

spreading risks with private investors in individual cases.

KEY FIFURES
IFRS
2019

IFRS
2018

IFRS
2017

IFRS
2016

IFRS
2015

77,8

54,6

65,7

44,6

86,4

Shareholders’ equity, €m

1 088,2

996,0

978,2

912,5

867,9

Balance sheet total, €m

1 129,7

1030,5

1020,3

943,0

895,3

Unpaid commitments, €m

339,0

316,0

367,4

305,5

265,0

Investments at acquisition price, €m

639,3

545,1

496,0

526,2

503,4

Investments at acquisition price and commitments, €m

978,3

861,1

863,4

831,7

768,4

Investments at book value, €m

710,9

605,6

560,1

525,2

459,8

1,0

0,9

0,9

0,9

0,8

New commitments during financial year, €m

132,7

120,8

148,8

164,6

93,0

Return on equity

7,5 %

5,5 %

6,9 %

5,0 %

11,2 %

96,3 %

96,6 %

95,9 %

96,8 %

96,9 %

0,7 %

0,8 %

0,6 %

0,8 %

0,8 %

Personnel, average

37

36

32

34

31

Salaries and fees for the financial year, €m

4,2

3,9

3,7

3,9

3,6

Fund investments, total number

92

87

91

93

91

665

712

660

677

617

51

45

37

36

37

Start Fund I Ky, number of portfolio companies

0

0

0

6

14

Tesi Industrial Management Oy:, number of portfolio companies

3

3

5

4

2

719

760

702

723

670

KEY FIGURES, GROUP
Profit/loss for the financial year, €m

Ratio of investments and commitments to shareholders’ equity

Equity ratio
Expenses per investments under management

Funds, number of portfolio companies
Parent company, number of portfolio companies

Portfolio companies, total number
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Consolidated statement of comprehensive income
€ THOUSANDS

NOTE

Net gains from VC/PE funds

5

Net gains from direct investments

5

2019

2018

41 560

71 717

23 001

17 947

Net gains from investments, total

64 561

89 664

Net gains from financial securities

38 723

-14 305

1 225

938

39 948

-13 367

-4 966

-4 689

-523

-213

-3 494

-3 649

95 526

67 748

96

181

-136

-250

95 485

67 678

-17 736

-13 066

Profit / loss for the financial year

77 750

54 613

Total comprehensive income for the financial year

77 750

54 613

77 750

54 613

Income from fund management
Other operating income, total

Employee benefit costs

6

Depreciation and impairment
Other operating expenses

7

Operating profit / loss

Financial income
Financial expenses

Profit / loss before income taxes

Income taxes

8

Profit for the financial year attributable to:
Shareholders of the parent company
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Consolidated statement of financial position
€ THOUSANDS

NOTE

31 DEC 2019

31 DEC 2018

ASSETS
Non-current assets
Venture capital & private equity investments
Fund investments

4

419 399

370 529

Direct investments

4

291 528

235 118

710 927

605 647

Venture capital & private equity investments, total
Intangible and tangible assets

9

1 613

644

Deferred tax assets

11

13 024

14 460

Financial securities

4

25 318

25 010

750 882

645 761

381

2 237

375 036

378 455

Non-current assets, total
Current assets
Receivables
Financial securities

4

Cash and cash equivalents

3 369

4 089

378 786

384 781

1 129 668

1 030 542

Share capital

438 992

438 992

Share premium account

215 855

215 855

14 500

0

341 112

286 499

77 750

54 613

1 088 209

995 959

Current assets, total
Assets, total

EQUITY AND LIABILITIES
Equity attributable to the shareholders of the parent company
Equity

Invested unrestricted equity fund
Retained earnings
Profit for the financial year
Shareholders’ equity, total

10

Liabilities
Non-current liabilities
Lease liabilities
Deferred tax liabilities

856
11

Non-current liabilities, total

36 837

28 092

37 693

28 092

3 766

6 491

3 766

6 491

41 459

34 583

1 129 668

1 030 542

Current liabilities
Accounts payable and other liabilities
Current liabilities, total
Liabilities, total
Equity and liabilities, total
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Consolidated statement of changes in equity
EQUITY ATTRIBUTABLE TO THE SHAREHOLDERS OF THE PARENT COMPANY				
Shareholders’
equity, total

323 307

978 155

Profit for the financial year

54 613

54 613

Total comprehensive
income for year

54 613

54 613

-36 808

-36 808

341 112

995 959

1 JAN 2018

Share capital
438 992

215 855

Invested
unrestricted
equity fund

Retained
earnings

€ THOUSANDS

Share premium
account

Distribution of dividend
Shareholders’ equity
31 Dec 2018

438 992

215 855

EQUITY ATTRIBUTABLE TO THE SHAREHOLDERS OF THE PARENT COMPANY				
Shareholders’
equity, total

341 112

995 959

Profit for the financial year

77 750

77 750

Total comprehensive
income for year

77 750

77 750

1 JAN 2019

Share capital
438 992

215 855

Invested
unrestricted
equity fund

Retained
earnings

€ THOUSANDS

Share premium
account

Share issue

14 500

14 500

Distribution of dividend
Shareholders’ equity
31 Dec 2019
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Consolidated statement of cash flows
€ THOUSANDS

2019

2018

-74 810

-83 440

67 666

155 228

-43 286

-63 125

5 648

10 443

71

270

3 986

1 306

-40 725

20 682

-123 597

-132 550

165 539

160 121

1 225

938

Payments made for operating expenses

-8 801

-7 827

Cash flow from operating activities before taxes

-6 359

41 365

Direct taxes paid

-8 861

-27 474

-15 220

13 891

Payments for tangible and intangible assets

0

0

Cash flow from investing activities (B)

0

0

0

-16 000

Proceeds from share issue

14 500

0

Cash flow from financing activities (C)

14 500

-16 000

-720

-2 109

Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of period

4 089

6 198

Cash and cash equivalents at end of period

3 369

4 089

CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES
Capital calls paid to funds
Cash flows received from funds
Direct investments paid
Repayments of and sales proceeds from direct investments
Interest from venture capital/private equity investments
Dividends from venture capital/private equity investments
Cash flow from venture capital and private equity investments, total

Payments for financial securities
Sales proceeds from financial securities
Payments received from other operating income

Cash flow from operations (A)

CASH FLOW FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES

CASH FLOW FROM FINANCING ACTIVITIES
Dividends paid

Change in cash & cash equivalents (A+B+C) increase (+)/decrease (-)
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1. Summary of significant accounting policies
GENERAL INFORMATION ABOUT THE GROUP

ACCOUNTING POLICIES

Finnish Industry Investment Ltd (“Tesi”, “the Company”) is a

Tesi’s consolidated financial statements have been pre-

state-owned investment company. Tesi’s mission is not only

pared in accordance with International Financial Report-

to be commercially profitable but also to develop Finland’s

ing Standards (IFRS), and they are in compliance with IAS

venture capital and private equity market as well as to pro-

and IFRS standards, as well as SIC and IFRIC interpreta-

mote Finnish business and Finland’s economic growth.

tions, that are effective as at 31 December 2019 and are

Tesi is domiciled in Helsinki, and the address of its

endorsed for application in the European Union. In the

registered office is Porkkalankatu 1, 00180 Helsinki, Fin-

Finnish Accounting Act, and regulations issued by virtue of

land. Copies of the consolidated financial statements are

it, “IFRS” refers to standards and interpretations that have

available at the address mentioned above, as well as on

been endorsed by the EU in accordance with the procedure

the website www.tesi.fi. Tesi’s Board of Directors, in their

defined in the EU regulation (EC) No 1606/2002. The Notes

meeting on 28 February 2020, authorised these financial

to the financial statements also meet the requirements of

statements for issue. According to Finland’s Limited Liability

the Finnish accounting legislation and company law that

Companies Act, the Annual General Meeting has the power

are complementary to the requirements in the IFRS.

to amend the financial statements.
Tesi invests in Finnish companies, both directly and

The primary measurement basis applied in the preparation of the financial statements is fair value, as all finan-

through private equity and venture capital funds. Our

cial assets are measured at fair value. Other items are

investments are focused on rapid growth, internationalisa-

measured at cost or at amortised cost. The figures in the

tion, spin-offs and major industrial investments, as well as

accounts are presented in euros, which is Tesi’s operation-

on sectoral, corporate and ownership restructurings.

al currency. The figures are given in thousands of euros,

Tesi is a part of a national innovation system that seeks
to stimulate Finnish industry and promote the develop-

unless otherwise stated.
The preparation of financial statements in accordance

ment and deployment of new technology while creating

with IFRS requires the use of certain critical account-

new growth companies, jobs and wellbeing. Tesi contrib-

ing estimates. It also requires management to exercise

utes to the innovation system services by providing venture

its judgment in the process of applying the accounting

capital and private equity financing to companies. Its key

policies. The most significant estimates and judgments

principle is to conduct its operations on market terms, to-

are disclosed under accounting policies, in Note 2. Critical

gether with Finnish and foreign investors and hand-in-hand

accounting estimates and judgments.

with them to increase their ability to take risks, while also
boosting the availability of funding, investment expertise
and networks.
Since 1995, Tesi has made venture capital and private

STANDARDS ENTERING INTO FORCE OR
UPDATED SINCE THE START OF 2019
Tesi has adopted the following standard published by the

equity investments amounting to 1.6 billion euros in total.

International Accounting Standards Board (IASB): IFRS 16

Currently Tesi has investments in 719 companies, directly

Leases, effective as from 1 January 2019. The new standard

or through investment funds. The continuity and growth of

replaced the existing specifications in the IAS 17 standard.

our investment operations have been secured with state

IFRS 16 requires lessees to recognise the lease agreements

capitalisation as well as with financing from the company’s

on the balance sheet as lease liabilities and right-of-use

own income.

assets related to them. There are two transition provisions

Tesi’s operations are regulated by legislation (Act on

that relate to either short term contracts, in which the lease

State-Owned Company Suomen Teollisuussijoitus Oy) and

term is 12 months or less, or to low value items i.e. assets

government decree (Government Decree on State-Owned

of value about EUR 5,000 or less. Tesi has applied the latter

Company Suomen Teollisuussijoitus Oy). The law allows

provision both at the point of transition and in subsequent

Tesi to accept a higher risk or a lower expected return

financial years.

when making individual investment decisions in order

As a consequence, a right-of-use asset of €1.5m was en-

to pursue the Company’s mission in terms of trade and

tered in tangible assets in the statement of financial posi-

industrial policy. By law, the Company’s operations must be

tion on 1 January 2019 and corresponding entries for lease

profitable over the long term.

liabilities were made in current and non-current liabilities.
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equity investments, financial securities and cash & cash

Subsidiaries are companies in which the group has control.

the business model followed in the management of the

Control arises when the Group has existing rights, from

Group’s financial assets and based on their contractual

its involvement with the investee, that give it the ability to

cash flow attributes, into groups that determine their

direct the activities that affect the investee’s returns, or is

valuation principles. Financial assets are classified into

entitled to variable returns and has the ability to use its

financial assets recognised at fair value through profit or

power over the investee to affect the amount of the inves-

loss, financial assets at fair value recognised in other items

tee’s returns. Acquired subsidiaries are combined with the

of comprehensive income, and financial assets measured

consolidated financial statements on the date the Group

at amortised cost. At the time of publication, the Group

receives control, and the assigned subsidiaries, until the

only had financial assets recognisable at fair value through

date that control ceases. All the Group’s internal transac-

profit or loss. All purchases and sales of financial assets

tions, receivables, liabilities and unrealised gains, as well

are recognised on the transaction date.

as its internal distribution of profit, are eliminated in the
consolidated financial statements.

ACCOUNTING POLICY FOR
INVESTMENT ENTITIES

equivalents. Financial assets are classified, according to

Financial assets are derecognised when the rights to
receive cash flows from financial assets have expired or
have been transferred to another party so that the risks
and rewards have been transferred.

definition of investment entity in IFRS 10 Consolidated

Financial assets at fair value
through profit or loss

Financial Statements. Therefore, Tesi records the investees

Venture capital and private equity investments as well

under its control at fair value through profit or loss, except

as financial securities are classified at initial recognition

for operating subsidiaries whose operations relate to

explicitly as financial assets to be recognised at fair value

investment activities or which provide investment manage-

through profit or loss, because they are managed and their

ment services, unless those subsidiaries themselves meet

performance is monitored by Tesi on the basis of fair value

the criteria for an investment entity.

(application of the ‘fair value option’). Venture capital and

Tesi’s management has determined that Tesi meets the

In other words, the subsidiaries combined with the con-

private equity investments are in most cases non-current

solidated financial statements are companies that produce

investments and are presented in the statement of finan-

fund management services and which are regarded as an

cial position under non-current assets. Financial securities

extension of the parent company’s business operations.

consist mainly of investments in bond funds and equity

Investment entities to be recognised at fair value through

funds, which are presented under current assets because

profit or loss are subsidiaries through which Tesi makes its

of their nature and purpose.

own investments. The Group’s Subsidiaries and their treat-

Financial assets are initially recognised at fair value.

ment in consolidated financial statements are specified in

Transaction costs are recorded as expenses immediately.

more detail in Note 15.

After initial recognition, financial assets are measured at

Tesi also recognises investees in which it has significant
influence at fair value through profit or loss.

ITEMS DENOMINATED IN FOREIGN CURRENCY

fair value at each reporting date, and both realised and
unrealised changes in fair value are recognised in profit
or loss in the period in which they arise. The net movements in the fair value of venture capital and private equity

Business transactions in foreign currencies are recorded at

investments are presented in the income statement under

the equivalent amounts of the operational currency at the

“Net gains from venture capital and private equity invest-

rates of exchange valid on the transaction date. Exchange

ments”, and the movements in the fair value of financial

rate differences are charged or credited to the income

securities are presented under “Net gains from financial

statement. For financing, exchange rate differences are

securities”. Interest income and dividend income are in-

presented as net amounts in financial income and financial

cluded in the net movement in fair value. The basis for the

expenses.

determination of fair value is disclosed in Note 4. Determi-

FINANCIAL ASSETS

nation of fair value.

CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS

Recognition and measurement
of financial assets

Cash and cash equivalents comprise cash and demand
deposits.

Tesi’s financial assets comprise venture capital and private
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FINANCIAL LIABILITIES

Leases that transfer to the lessee substantially all the

Tesi has minor amounts of current financial liabilities

risks and rewards incidental to the ownership of the asset

(accounts payable), which are classified for measurement

are classified as finance leases.

at amortised cost. Financial liabilities are presented in the

Leases where substantially all the risks and rewards of

statement of financial position as current liabilities if they

ownership are retained by the lessor are classified as op-

fall due within 12 months from the last day of the reporting

erating leases, and they are included in the balance sheet

period.

of the lessor. Payments made under operating leases are

TANGIBLE AND INTANGIBLE ASSETS
Tangible assets comprise machinery and equipment as well
as leasehold improvements, and they are carried in the

charged to the income statement on a straight-line basis
over the term of the lease.
Tesi’s leases are classified as operating leases.

balance sheet at cost less accumulated depreciation with

EMPLOYEE BENEFIT COSTS

any impairment losses. Tangible assets are depreciated

Tesi’s pension plans are classified as defined contribution

over their useful lives using the straight-line method. The

plans. Under a defined contribution plan, the Compa-

estimated useful lives by class of assets are as follows:

ny pays, into publicly or privately administered pension

• Machinery and equipment 3-5 years

insurances, contributions that may be mandatory and

• Leasehold improvements 5-10 years

contractual. Tesi has no obligations to make any payments

Intangible assets include intangible rights consisting of

apart from these contributions. The contributions paid

computer software. Intangible assets with a definite useful

are recorded as employee benefits when they are due.

life are recognised at cost less accumulated amortisation.

Contributions paid in advance are recognised as an asset

Intangible assets are amortised over their useful lives on a

to the extent that a cash refund or a reduction of future

straight-line basis. The estimated useful life of software is

payments is available.

five years.
Tangible assets also include leases, in which Tesi is

All the company’s personnel are included in the bonus
scheme. At the end of 2019, the company’s personnel

lessee, as right-of-use assets according to IFRS 16. Right-of-

established a personnel fund in which they can invest the

use assets are depreciated over their contract periods.

bonuses they earn from the company’s bonus scheme.

Impairment of tangible
and intangible assets

INCOME TAXES

The Group assesses on the final date of each reporting

both current and deferred tax. The current income tax

period whether there are indications of impairment on any

charge is calculated on the basis of the tax laws enacted

asset. If indications are detected, the amount recoverable

or substantively enacted at the balance sheet date. The

from that asset is estimated. An impairment loss is charged

amount is adjusted by any taxes relating to prior periods.

when the carrying amount of an individual asset is higher

The income tax charge in the income statement includes

Deferred income tax is recognised on temporary differ-

than the amount recoverable from it. An impairment loss is

ences arising between the tax bases of assets and liabilities

charged to the income statement.

and their carrying amounts in the financial statements. De-

RECEIVABLES

ferred income tax is determined using tax rates (and laws)
that are enacted or substantively enacted at the balance

Receivables consist mainly of deferred expenses and ac-

sheet date and that are expected to be applied when the

crued income.

related deferred tax asset is realised or the deferred tax

LEASES

liability settled.
Deferred tax assets are recognised only to the extent

IFRS 16 leases

that it is probable that future taxable profit will be available

The adoption and application of the standard is presented

against which the temporary differences can be utilised.

in the section Standards entering into force or updated

Deferred tax assets are reviewed annually and assessed in

since the start of 2019.

relation to the group’s ability to generate sufficient taxable
profit in the future. Deferred tax liabilities are entered in full.

IAS 17 leases (accounting principles in
reference period)
Leases are classified at their inception as finance leases

NEW AND UPDATED STANDARDS
APPLICABLE IN FUTURE YEARS

or operating leases, based on whether the lease transfers

Upcoming new standards will not have a significant impact

substantially all the risks and rewards of ownership.

on the consolidated financial statements.
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2. Critical accounting estimates and judgments
The preparation of financial statements in conformity

funds in which pension funds and the European Invest-

with IFRS requires management to make estimates and

ment Bank are acting as investors. These organisations are

assumptions that have an effect on the amounts reported

unrelated to Tesi, which is also one of the typical character-

in the consolidated financial statements and in the Notes.

istics of an investment entity.

Actual outcomes may differ from these estimates. Furthermore, judgment is needed in the application of accounting

DETERMINATION OF FAIR VALUE

policies. Estimates and assumptions made by manage-

The most critical area in the financial statements that

ment are based on historical experience and forecasts for

involves uncertainty relating to estimates and assumptions

the future and are continually evaluated.

is the determination of the fair value of venture capital

APPLICATION OF THE INVESTMENT
ENTITY EXCEPTION

and private equity investments. Because of the degree of
uncertainty involved in the measurement and the stability
of values of non-liquid venture capital and private equi-

Tesi’s management has determined that Tesi is an invest-

ty investments, the fair values of those investments are

ment entity as defined in IFRS 10, because it meets the

not necessarily representative of the price that would be

criteria of an investment entity. Tesi’s business mission is

obtained from the realisation of the investments. The fair

to invest solely for returns from capital appreciation and

values of venture capital and private equity investments

investment income. Although the objective of Tesi’s opera-

are described in more detail in Note 4. Determination of

tions is also the development of and support for business

fair value.

activity in Finland, this objective is pursued solely by means
of investing in venture capital and private equity, and thus

INCOME TAXES

the Company’s earnings are obtained from capital appre-

Deferred tax assets and liabilities are recognised for tem-

ciation and other investment income. Venture capital and

porary differences arising between the carrying amounts

private equity funds have, by nature of the funds and the

of assets and liabilities in the balance sheet and their tax

life cycle model, an exit strategy for their investments.

bases. The most significant temporary differences relate to

There is also a documented exit strategy for each direct

the difference between the fair value and tax bases of ven-

investment. Management monitors the development of

ture capital and private equity investments and financial

investments on the basis of fair values, and fair values are

securities. Other temporary differences arise, for example,

determined at least once in every six months. According

from tax losses carried forward, for which the Company

to assessment by the management, the following charac-

assesses opportunities for setting them off against future

teristics support the classification of Tesi as an investment

taxable profits. Assumptions about the future used in this

entity: It has more than one investment, and its ownership

assessment involve uncertainty relating to matters such as

interests are in the form of equity interests. An investment

the exit values of investments, the timing of the exits and

entity ordinarily has more than one investor. Tesi’s princi-

final tax impacts. More information is presented in Note 8.

pal investor is the Finnish state, representing the interests

Income taxes and in Note 12. Deferred taxes.

of a wider group of investors. Furthermore, Tesi manages
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3. Financial risk management
GENERAL INFORMATION AND AREAS OF RISK

different allocation classes, different industries, different

The Company has a risk management policy, confirmed

stages of development of investees, different time per-

by the Board of Directors, which sets out the principles for

spectives and also geographically, particularly with regard

the Company’s risk management, risk definitions and risk

to investments in financial securities. Operative man-

classifications, as well as defining the main roles and divi-

agement is responsible for preparing and implementing

sions of responsibilities and the monitoring and reporting

investments. The Board makes investment decisions and

procedures. The goal for risk management is to ensure

supervises the implementation of investments.

that risks borne by the Company are commensurate with

Tesi’s main risks are related to private equity and

its risk-bearing capability. Exposure to risk is managed by

venture capital investments, and to financial securities.

carefully planning investment operations and by manag-

Both involve various investment risks, including business

ing investments. The objective of risk management is to

risks attached to venture capital and private equity invest-

ensure that the risks attached to the Company’s business

ments, liquidity risks, market risks and credit risks. The

operations are identified and assessed, that the Company

most significant uncertainty regarding the accuracy of the

responds to those risks, and that they are managed and

Company’s financial statements relates to the inclusion of

monitored. Risk management supports achievement of

different investment risks in the measurement of venture

the goals set for profitability in the Company’s strategy and

capital and private equity investments (valuation risk). The

action plan.

process for the determination of fair values of venture

The Company’s Board of Directors confirms the Com-

capital and private equity investments is described in Note

pany’s strategy and action plan, in which the targets for

4. Determination of fair value. The table below shows the

different investment allocation classes are specified. In

fair values of the company’s investment allocation at 31

order to reduce risks, investments are deconcentrated to

December 2019 and 31 December 2018.

DISTRIBUTION OF FAIR VALUES OF FINANCIAL ASSETS AND CASH & CASH EQUIVALENTS
€ MILLIONS

31 DEC 2019

%

31 DEC 2018

%

419

38 %

371

37 %

Venture capital

211

19 %

177

17 %

Later stage

124

11 %

122

12 %

Funds-of-funds

84

8%

72

7%

Direct investments

292

26 %

235

23 %

Venture capital

117

11 %

82

8%

Later stage

174

16 %

154

15 %

400

36 %

403

40 %

Bond funds

241

22 %

227

22 %

Equity funds

86

8%

100

10 %

Other investments

73

7%

76

8%

3

0%

4

0%

1114

100 %

1013

100 %

Venture capital & private equity funds

Financial securities

Cash & cash equivalents
Total
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Other risks to which Tesi is exposed include strategic

Tesi manages the investment-specific risks relating to

risks, operational risks, risks of loss or damage, and risks

its venture capital and private equity investment targets

for reputation. Strategic risks are managed by regularly

through predictive generation of deal flow, careful analysis

evaluating the Company’s operations in relation to the

in the screening phase, selective choosing of investees and

business environment and to stakeholders’ expectations.

co-investors, monitoring of investments, active interaction

Operational risks are managed by good corporate govern-

towards managers of venture capital and private equity

ance and internal instructions, and these risks are covered

funds, administrative participation in the development of

by insurances.

the business activities of direct portfolio companies, and
active participation in the exit phase of investments.

BUSINESS RISK ATTACHED TO VENTURE CAPITAL
AND PRIVATE EQUITY INVESTMENTS

LIQUIDITY RISK

The Company’s venture capital and private equity in-

Liquidity risk management ensures that the Company

vestments, whether through venture capital or private

has adequate funding available for its venture capital and

equity funds or as direct investments, are mainly made in

private equity investment activities (unpaid commitments).

unquoted companies in the starting phase or in growth

The development of cash flows related to the Company’s

companies. The development of the value of these small

liquidity, financial securities and venture capital and private

and medium-sized portfolio companies is often affected by

equity investments is continuously monitored. When

company-specific risks rather than by the general market

preparing new investments, the effect of the investments

risk described in the following paragraph.

on liquidity and financial position is addressed. Most of the

The operations of companies that are in the starting
phase, so-called venture capital allocation companies, typically generate negative cash flows. These companies often

Company’s cash flows and investments are denominated
in euros.
Investments in financial securities are made at the

pursue strong international growth based on new innova-

selected risk level in compliance with the investment

tions and/or revenue generation models and enabled by

policy confirmed by the company’s Board of Directors.

risk capital financing from venture capital and private equi-

Investments in financial securities aim to ensure adequate

ty investors. It is characteristic of high-risk venture capital

assets for private equity investing and other payment

investments that not all starting-phase portfolio companies

transactions. Operative management is responsible for

succeed because of the realisation of risks relating to tech-

investment operations within limits set by the existing

nology, business models, strategies, commercialisation,

investment plans.

competitors, key personnel or obtaining further financing.
Companies in the growth phase allocation have

Investments in financial securities are spread mainly
between investments in bond funds, investments in equity

normally achieved positive profitability, and the afore-

funds, and investments on the financial market. The mar-

mentioned risks relating to the venture phase are typically

ket volatility of financial securities is regularly monitored.

lower. However, active ownership by venture capital and

Investing activities relating to financial securities have

private equity investors aimed at creating value clearly rais-

mostly been outsourced with a discretionary mandate to

es the target level of business growth strategies of these

asset managers supervised by Finland’s Financial Supervi-

companies through, for example, stronger internationali-

sory Authority. The counterparty risk attached to investing

sation, structural arrangements, new capital investments

in financial securities is managed with a thorough partner

or well-considered utilisation of debt leverage and thus

selection procedure.

increases the companies’ overall risk profile. Furthermore,

At 31 December 2019, the fair value of the Compa-

the development of the macroeconomic environment has,

ny’s cash and cash equivalents and financial securities

on average, a more direct impact on the business activities

amounted to €404m (€408m) and the amount of unpaid

of more mature companies.

investment commitments (A) was €339m (€316m). Un-

Business risks also comprise the counterparty risk for

paid investment commitments consist almost entirely of

Tesi’s co-investors, which refers to uncertainties relating

commitments given to venture capital and private equity

to individual co-investors in situations such as follow-on

funds with an average payment period of over four years.

financing of portfolio companies. The management of this

In addition to this, the strategic investment programme (B)

co-investor risk is emphasised in Tesi’s operating model

ongoing as at 31 December 2019 included unpaid capital of

as it always co-operates with private investors such that in

€100m (€121m), and investment decisions (C) made by the

any individual financing case, private investments cover at

company’s Board of Directors and as yet not implemented

least 50% of the financing.

totalled €172m (€33m). The investment decisions include a
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decision to invest €65m in KRR IV (Kasvurahastojen Rahasto

bond investment portfolio at 31 December 2019 was 2.5

IV Ky), which was implemented as an investment com-

years, and a hypothetical increase in the general interest

mitment in January 2020. The total of A+B+C was €611m

rate level by one percentage point would decrease the fair

(€468m).

value of the Company’s fixed income investments by an
estimated amount of €6m.

MARKET RISK

The fair value of equity investments included in financial

Market risk refers to the impact of general market fluctu-

securities as at 31 December 2019 was €86m. A decrease

ations (such as stock market, bond market and currency

of 10% in share prices would decrease the value of equity

market fluctuations) in the value and value trends of

investments by €9 m.
Most of the Company’s cash flows and investments are

investments. Besides the direct exposure to market risk
relating to the Company’s investments in financial securi-

denominated in euros. The Company does not hedge its

ties, general market fluctuations may also have an indirect

currency risks.

impact on the fair values of direct portfolio companies and

The table presents the distribution of venture capital

funds in the Company’s venture capital and private equity

and private equity investments, financial securities and

allocation.

cash & cash equivalents by currency, and also a sensitivity
analysis of the currency risk if a currency were to change

Market risks are mitigated by spreading the investments between different allocation classes (different

by 10% against the euro. When examining the sensitivity

market risk categories) for both the Company’s financial se-

analysis, it should be noted that currency-denominated

curities and venture capital and private equity investments.

fair values of venture capital and private equity funds are

Furthermore, important methods of risk management to

presented in euro amounts equivalent to the reporting cur-

mitigate general cyclical fluctuations for venture capital and

rency of the fund. The direct effect on profit or loss caused

private equity investments include a time-driven diversifica-

by a change in the exchange rate is calculated based on

tion of investments, acquisition of non-cyclic target compa-

these, assuming no variation in other factors. Funds can

nies, avoidance of over-aggressive debt structures and the

also make investments denominated in other currencies

continuing development of target companies.

than the reporting currency. Furthermore, variations in
exchange rates can also have an effect on the fair value of

The Company’s bond investments had a fair value of
€241m as at 31 December 2019, representing the larg-

fund investments if exchange rates impact the profit or loss

est portion of the Company’s €400m financial securities

of portfolio companies and their valuations.
Additionally, when examining the Company’s currency

portfolio. The market risks that affect the value of bond
investments consist of the risks associated with changes in

risks, the Company’s unpaid currency-denominated invest-

general market interest rates and also of the spread risk.

ment commitments to venture capital and private equity

The computational weighted duration of the Company’s

funds should be taken into account.

31 DEC 2019
€ MILLIONS

EURO
€M

USD
€M

SEK
€M

DKK
€M

GBP
€M

Other
€M

TOTAL
€M

VC & PE funds

348

43

22

4

2

0

419

Direct investments

285

6

292

Financial securities and cash &
cash equivalents

314

53

8

1

7

21

404

Total

947

95

31

6

8

27

1 114

9

3

1

1

2

15

7

21

0

4

Sensitivity analysis
Impact of 10% change in exchange
rate on profit
Unpaid commitments
to VC & PE funds
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Asset management contracts are subjected to competitive

CREDIT RISK

bidding on a regular basis.

The Company’s objective is to manage credit risk by acthrough regular reporting that the risk management policy

CAPITAL MANAGEMENT
AND INVESTMENT RETURNS

is adhered to.

The Company is financed by equity, and it has no formal

tively monitoring the risk/reward ratio and also to ensure

The credit risk for the Company’s venture capital and

dividend policy. Debt leverage is used in the financing

private equity investments is mainly related to direct

structures of some portfolio companies but not in the

investments made in portfolio companies by using debt

Company’s venture capital and private equity funds at fund

instruments. These are typically fixed-interest mezzanine

level. The Company is not subject to any specific solvency

instruments. The fair value of debt instruments included in

requirements, but it has internally set risk limits for the

direct venture capital and private equity investments at 31

ratio of the total portfolio of venture capital and private eq-

December 2019 was €41m, representing some 6% of the

uity investments to the total equity of the Company, as well

total fair value of venture capital & private equity invest-

as for the ratio of unpaid commitments to liquid assets.
The statutory objective of the Company is to be com-

ments.
The Company’s objective is to manage the aforemen-

mercially profitable over the long-term, taking into account

tioned risk/reward ratio of credit risks through active

the imposed economic and social impact goals. The table

monitoring of investments and by participating in board

below contains the Company’s investment returns (fair

work to develop the business of direct portfolio companies.

value changes) before taxes and operating costs from its

The Company’s risks are reported regularly to the auditing

venture capital & private equity and financial securities

committee and to the Board of Directors.

allocations for the financial years 2014-2019. As the Com-

Correspondingly, credit risk relating to financial securi-

pany’s venture capital & private equity investments are

ties arises from investments in publicly-quoted bond funds,

long-term by nature, the Company’s financial performance

such as government and corporate bonds.

is also better evaluated over a longer time period.
The state’s investment in the Company’s shareholders’

The Company’s objective is to manage the credit risk of
financial securities by investing in very dispersed bond fund

equity amounted to €669m at the end of 2019. Consol-

portfolios, so the credit risk relating to individual govern-

idated shareholders’ equity at the end of 2019 totalled

ments, industries or enterprises is relatively small. The

€1,088m. The Company’s cumulative profit from oper-

asset management of financial securities is outsourced to

ations, including the figure for the 2019 financial year,

asset managers whose performance is evaluated monthly.

amounted to €419m.

GAINS FROM TESI’S INVESTMENT ACTIVITIES BEFORE TAXES AND COMPANY’S EXPENSES 2014-2019
(GAINS = CHANGES IN FAIR VALUE)
ALLOCATION / FINANCIAL YEAR
Gains from VC & PE investments (€m)
Gains from financial securities (€m)
Total, (€m)
Gains from VC & PE investments (%)*
Gains from financial securities (%)*
Total

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

Total
2014–2019

-40

109

46

69

90

65

338

14

6

17

18

-14

39

81

-25

115

63

87

75

103

419

-9,5 %

24,9 %

9,3 %

12,7 %

15,4 %

9,8 %

10,3 %

6,4 %

1,9 %

4,1 %

4,2 %

-3,3 %

9,6 %

3,6 %

-3,9 %

14,9 %

6,9 %

9,0 %

7,5 %

9,7 %

7,6 %

* Percentages for gains of allocations are calculated by dividing the gain for the year by the average capital invested.
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4. Determination of fair value
BASIS FOR DETERMINATION OF FAIR VALUE
FOR VENTURE CAPITAL AND PRIVATE EQUITY
INVESTMENTS

ments than direct venture capital of private equity invest-

In accordance with industry practice, the Private Equity

is not to buy or sell holdings in funds during the term of

and Venture Capital Valuation Guidelines (IPEVG) are ap-

the funds.

Holdings in funds are typically more illiquid instruments. The Company’s fundamental investment strategy

plied in the determination of the fair value of the Compa-

The measurement of the holdings in funds may

ny’s venture capital & private equity investments. Due to

deviate from the amounts reported by fund managers,

the nature of typically illiquid venture capital and private

if the fair value reported by the managers is not consid-

equity investments, the determination of the fair value of

ered to reflect the real fair value of the investments or if

investments requires Tesi’s management to use judgment

the reported fair value refers to a different point of time.

and make estimates.

Deviation from the value reported by the fund manager

According to the fundamental principle of IPEVG,

is always based on fair value testing performed by the

fair value reflects the price that would be received in

Company. Fair value is always tested for funds classified

an orderly arm’s length transaction on an active market

to a risk listing determined by the Company. The risk list-

between hypothetical participants on the measurement

ing comprises those funds whose investment operations

date. Accordingly, fair value does not reflect the price that

have, according to a risk review performed, not devel-

would be received in a so-called forced sale. Fair value

oped as originally determined and the results of whose

measurement uses either one most suitable valuation

investment operations are expected to clearly fall short of

technique or several complementary methods that are

the targets set previously.

widely recognised in the industry. When determining
fair values, the Company pays special attention to the
to the portfolio companies, especially relating to the

DIRECT VENTURE CAPITAL AND PRIVATE
EQUITY INVESTMENTS

financial condition of the companies.

Depending on the varying overall status of the portfolio

estimated future profitability and business risks attached

INVESTMENTS IN VENTURE CAPITAL
& PRIVATE EQUITY FUNDS

companies, the determination of the fair value of the
Company’s direct venture capital and private equity
investments is based on either on the one most suitable

The starting point for the determination of the fair values

valuation techniques or a combination of several comple-

of the Company’s investments in venture capital and

mentary methods. The techniques applied comply with

private equity funds, i.e. the fair values of the holdings

IPEVG and include recent transactions in the portfolio

in the funds, are the latest available values reported by

companies’ own instruments, valuation multiples of peer

fund managers (so-called net asset value or NAV). Fund

companies and discounted cash flows. Both the selection

managers derive the values for the holdings from the fair

of techniques and the actual valuation performed by us-

values determined by the fund in accordance with IPEVG

ing the techniques requires substantial use of estimates

for its investments in target companies, adding/deducting

and judgment by the management of the Company.

any other assets/liabilities of the fund. The determination

The fair values of the Company’s investments in debt

of the fair values of holdings in the funds excludes unpaid

instruments are typically estimated through the viewpoint

fund commitments relating to the holdings, to which the

of the value of the portfolio companies’ businesses (fair

Company is legally committed together with other inves-

value without liabilities, i.e. enterprise value), because, in

tors of the funds.

the Company’s venture capital and private equity invest-
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ments, debt instruments are often an integral part of the

Fair value hierarchy and related input levels are defined

total investment in the portfolio companies together with

by IFRS 13 as follows:

the Company’s investments in equity instruments.

THE FAIR VALUE DETERMINATION PROCESS
FOR VENTURE CAPITAL AND PRIVATE EQUITY
INVESTMENTS
Fair values of the Company’s venture capital and private

•

Level 1 inputs are quoted prices (unadjusted) in active markets for identical assets or liabilities that the
entity can access at the measurement date.

•

Level 2 inputs are inputs other than quoted prices

equity investments are determined by the responsi-

included within level 1 that are observable for the

ble investment teams. Thereafter, valuation proposals

asset or liability either directly or indirectly.

prepared by investment teams are assessed within a
separate risk management function before the valuations
are introduced to the Management Group for approval.

•

Level 3 inputs are unobservable inputs for the asset
or liability.

After the Management Group, the values are considered
by the audit committee and finally approved by the Board

At the highest level in the fair value hierarchy are quoted

of Directors.

prices (unadjusted) in active markets for identical assets

FAIR VALUE HIERARCHY FOR FINANCIAL ASSETS
MEASURED AT FAIR VALUE

or liabilities (level 1 inputs), and at the lowest level are
unobservable inputs (level 3 inputs). A quoted price in an
active market is the most reliable evidence of fair value

Tesi’s venture capital and private equity investments

and it shall, as a rule, be used in the determination of fair

include a minor amount of quoted equity securities.

value whenever available.

Investments in venture capital and private equity funds

When the inputs to be used to measure the fair value

classified as financial securities are quoted, their market

of an asset or a liability are categorised within different

prices are observable and there is an active secondary

levels of the fair value hierarchy, the item is categorised

market for the fund units. The fair values of all other equi-

in its entirety in the same level of the fair value hierarchy

ty and debt investments as well as investments in venture

as the lowest level input that is significant to the entire

capital and private equity funds are determined using

measurement.

valuation techniques that to a significant degree rely on
company-specific, unobservable inputs.
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The tables below show an analysis of the hierarchy of fair value measurements of financial assets
€ THOUSANDS

LEVEL 1

LEVEL 2

Level 3

TOTAL

Venture Capital

211 142

211 142

Later stage

124 148

124 148

84 109

84 109

2019
Venture capital and private equity funds

Funds-of-funds
Direct investments
Venture Capital

9 657

107 713

117 371

Later stage

6 248

167 909

174 157

Financial securities
Bond funds

240 864

240 864

Equity funds

85 895

85 895

Other investments

73 596

73 596

Total

416 259

0

695 021

1 111 281

LEVEL 2

Level 3

TOTAL

Venture Capital

176 830

176 830

Later stage

121 624

121 624

72 075

72 075

81 581

81 581

152 080

153 537

Direct investments comprise equity investments €248m and debt investments €44m

€ THOUSANDS

LEVEL 1

2018
Venture capital and private equity funds

Funds-of-funds
Direct investments
Venture Capital
Later stage

1 457

Financial securities
Bond funds

227 448

227 448

Equity funds

99 625

99 625

Other investments

76 393

76 393

Total

404 922

0

604 190

1 009 112

Direct investments include equity investments €200m and debt investments €35m

The content of investments is specified in more detail in Note 3. Risk management
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Changes in level 3 financial assets measured at fair value:

1 Jan

Total gains
and losses
recognised in
the income
statement

Additions

Decreases

31 Dec 2019

Venture Capital

176 830

31 888

31 782

-29 358

211 142

Later stage

121 624

-248

33 035

-30 263

124 148

72 075

9 921

13 745

-11 632

84 109

81 581

12472

19726

-6065

107 713

152 080

4307

19279

-7757

167 909

604 190

58 339

117 566

-85 074

695 021

€ THOUSANDS
INVESTMENT CLASSIFICATION
Venture capital and private equity funds

Funds-of-funds
Direct investments
Venture Capital
Later stage
Total

Change in unrealised gains and losses recognised in income statement under net gains from venture capital
and private equity investments for Level 3 assets held at the end of period:

25 345

1 Jan

Total gains
and losses
recognised in
the income
statement

Additions

Decreases

31 Dec 2018

Venture Capital

162 453

35 596

29 683

-50 902

176 830

Later stage

147 164

29 524

37 686

-92 749

121 624

61 883

6 598

15 755

-12 161

72 075

54 750

9 701

24 345

-7 216

81 581

128 408

9 072

38 933

-24 333

152 080

554 659

90 491

146 401

-187 361

604 190

€ THOUSANDS
INVESTMENT CLASSIFICATION
Venture capital and private equity funds

Funds-of-funds
Direct investments
Venture Capital
Later stage
Total

Change in unrealised gains and losses recognised in income statement under net gains from venture capital
and private equity investments for Level 3 assets held at the end of period:
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Sensitivity analysis for level 3 financial assets

INVESTMENT
CLASSIFICATION

Fair value
31 Dec 2019
€ thousands

Valuation model

Non-observable
input or implicit
valuation
parameters

Applied input
or implicit
valuation
parameters
(weighted
average)

Change in
measurement
if input
changes +/- 20%

Venture capital and private equity funds
Venture Capital

211 142

Later stage

124 148

Funds-of-funds

Fair value

84 109

Values reported by fund
management companies +/adjustments made as a result of value
testing made by the Company*

42 228
24 830
16 822

Direct investments
Venture capital

107 713

Later stage

167 909

INVESTMENT
CLASSIFICATION

Fair value
31 Dec 2018
€ thousands

Portfolio company
instrument
transactions /
Peer group

Valuation model

Valuation
multiples**

Non-observable
input or implicit
valuation
parameters

EV/Net sales
2019 (4.6x)

16 486

EV/EBITDA
2019 (8.4x)

25 206

Applied input
or implicit
valuation
parameters
(weighted
average)

Change in
measurement
if input
changes +/- 20%

Venture capital and private equity funds
Venture capital

176 830

Later stage

121 624

Funds-of-funds

Fair value

72 075

Values reported by fund
management companies +/adjustments made as a result of value
testing made by the Company*

35 366
24 325
14 415

Direct investments
Venture capital
Later stage

81 581
152 080

Portfolio company
instrument
transactions /
Peer group

Valuation
multiples**

EV/Net sales
2018 (4.3x)

15 528

EV/EBITDA
2018 (8.1x)

24 272

* Fair value testing of venture capital and private equity funds performed by the Company resulted in a fair value that was, in total, 9 million euros
lower than the values reported by fund management companies as at 31.12.2019.
					
** The weighted EV-based valuation multiple calculations include only the impact from those target companies to which applying multiples as a
valuation metric is reasonable. For example, in the venture capital allocation, the impacts of those target companies which generate still only very
limited net sales and of later-stage target companies with negative EBITDA are not included.					
					
Note. EV = Enterprise Value; EBITDA = Earnings Before Interest, Taxes, Depreciation and Amortization.
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4.1 VENTURE CAPITAL AND PRIVATE EQUITY FUNDS
OWNERSHIP %

ORIGINAL
INVESTMENT
COMMITMENT EUR

30,8 %

3 500 000

Sweden

6,6 %

9 731 887

Armada Fund V Ky

Helsinki

6,7 %

10 000 000

Armada Mezzanine Fund II Ky

Helsinki

11,5 %

5 000 000

Armada Mezzanine Fund III Ky

Helsinki

11,4 %

10 000 000

Armada Mezzanine Fund IV Ky

Helsinki

4,9 %

5 000 000

Atomico IV (Guernsey), L.P.

Guernsey

5,3 %

6 626 612

Atomico V SCSp

Luxembourg

1,1 %

4 450 774

Balderton Capital V, L.P.

Delaware, USA

3,1 %

6 831 892

Balderton Capital VI, S.L.P.

Luxembourg

2,3 %

7 448 300

CapMan Buyout IX Fund A L.P.

Guernsey

3,4 %

10 000 000

CapMan Buyout VIII Fund A L.P.

Guernsey

2,8 %

10 000 000

CapMan Buyout X Fund B Ky

Helsinki

13,9 %

10 000 000

CapMan Buyout XI SCSp

Luxembourg

12,7 %

20 000 000

CapMan Equity VII A L.P.

Guernsey

6,4 %

10 000 000

CapMan Growth Equity Fund 2017 Ky

Helsinki

3,5 %

3 000 000

CapMan Life Science IV Fund L.P.

Guernsey

18,5 %

10 000 000

CapMan Mezzanine V Fund FCP-SIF

Luxembourg

15,8 %

15 000 000

CapMan Technology Fund 2007 L.P.

Guernsey

10,3 %

10 000 000

Conor Technology Fund I Ky

Espoo

40,0 %

8 000 000

Conor Technology Fund II Ky

Espoo

20,0 %

10 000 000

Creandum II LP

Guernsey

10,4 %

5 000 277

Creandum III LP

Guernsey

5,6 %

7 500 000

Creandum IV, L.P.

Guernsey

4,4 %

8 000 000

Creandum V, L.P.

Guernsey

1,9 %

5 000 000

DevCo Partners III Ky

Helsinki

2,8 %

5 000 000

DN Capital - Global Venture Capital III LP

Jersey

2,1 %

3 000 000

EduImpact Fund Ky

Helsinki

25,5 %

10 000 000

Environmental Technologies Fund 3, L.P.

United Kingdom

3,3 %

5 547 235

EQT Ventures (No. 1) SCSp

Luxembourg

1,8 %

7 500 000

Evolver Fund I Ky

Maarianhamina

20,4 %

10 000 000

Folmer Equity Fund II Ky

Helsinki

16,1 %

10 000 000

Heartcore Capital Fund I K/S

Denmark

7,5 %

7 044 897

Holtron Capital Fund II Ky

Helsinki

29,5 %

2 000 000

Industri Kapital 2000 Limited Partnership VII

Jersey

5,7 %

10 000 000

Intera Fund I Ky

Helsinki

8,0 %

10 000 000

Intera Fund III Ky

Helsinki

8,0 %

20 000 000

Inveni Life Sciences Fund I Ky

Helsinki

33,7 %

10 000 000

Inventure Fund II Ky

Helsinki

11,5 %

8 000 000

Inventure Fund III Ky

Helsinki

8,6 %

10 000 000

Inventure Fund Ky

Helsinki

24,2 %

9 850 000

IPR.VC Fund II Ky

Helsinki

23,3 %

10 000 000

COMPANY

DOMICILE

Aboa Venture III Ky

Turku

Alder II AB
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4.1 VENTURE CAPITAL AND PRIVATE EQUITY FUNDS

COMPANY

DOMICILE

OWNERSHIP %

ORIGINAL
INVESTMENT
COMMITMENT EUR

Juuri Rahasto I Ky

Helsinki

6,1 %

5 000 000

Juuri Rahasto II Ky

Helsinki

9,1 %

10 000 000

Kasvurahastojen Rahasto II Ky

Helsinki

46,2 %

60 000 000

Kasvurahastojen Rahasto III Ky

Helsinki

40,0 %

60 000 000

Kasvurahastojen Rahasto Ky

Helsinki

40,0 %

54 000 000

Life Sciences Partners 6 C.V.

Netherlands

1,2 %

5 000 000

Life Sciences Partners III B.V.

Netherlands

13,8 %

10 000 000

Life Sciences Partners IV B.V.

Netherlands

21,8 %

10 000 000

Life Sciences Partners V C.V.

Netherlands

2,0 %

5 000 000

Lifeline Ventures Fund I Ky

Helsinki

10,4 %

3 000 000

Lifeline Ventures Fund III Ky

Helsinki

17,5 %

10 000 000

Lifeline Ventures Fund IV Ky

Helsinki

7,7 %

10 000 000

LSP Health Economics Fund 2 C.V.

Netherlands

5,5 %

10 000 000

MAKI.VC Fund I Ky

Helsinki

12,5 %

10 000 000

MB Equity Fund IV Ky

Helsinki

3,9 %

10 000 000

MB Equity Fund Ky

Helsinki

17,4 %

2 522 819

MB Equity Fund V Ky

Helsinki

6,3 %

15 000 000

Midinvest Fund II Ky

Jyväskylä

25,6 %

15 000 000

MVM IV LP

United Kingdom

3,4 %

6 627 198

Nest Capital 2015 Fund Ky

Helsinki

10,0 %

10 000 000

NEXIT Infocom 2000 Fund LP

Guernsey

6,1 %

3 333 333

Nexit Infocom II L.P.

Guernsey

17,7 %

15 000 000

Northzone VI L.P.

Jersey

5,8 %

7 500 000

Northzone VII L.P.

Jersey

3,0 %

7 500 000

Northzone VIII L.P.

Jersey

2,9 %

10 000 000

Northzone IX L.P.

Jersey

1,2 %

5 000 000

Open Ocean Fund 2015 Ky

Espoo

6,3 %

5 000 000

Open Ocean Fund Three Ky

Espoo

11,2 %

5 000 000

Open Ocean Opportunity Fund I Ky

Helsinki

12,8 %

3 000 000

Power Fund II Ky

Vaasa

23,9 %

15 000 000

Power Fund III Ky

Vaasa

13,0 %

10 000 000

Saari I Ky

Helsinki

26,2 %

11 000 000

Sentica Buyout III Ky

Helsinki

13,0 %

15 000 000

Sentica Buyout IV Ky

Helsinki

8,0 %

10 000 000

Sentica Buyout V Ky

Helsinki

8,1 %

15 000 000

Sentica Kasvurahasto II Ky

Helsinki

23,7 %

10 000 000

Sponsor Fund III Ky

Helsinki

5,7 %

10 000 000

Sponsor Fund IV Ky

Helsinki

5,0 %

10 000 000

Vaaka Partners Buyout Fund II Ky

Helsinki

6,7 %

10 000 000

Vaaka Partners Buyout Fund III Ky

Helsinki

5,3 %

12 000 000

Vaaka Partners Buyout I Ky

Helsinki

19,7 %

10 000 000

Vendep Capital Fund II Ky

Helsinki

20,9 %

7 500 000
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4.1 VENTURE CAPITAL AND PRIVATE EQUITY FUNDS

OWNERSHIP %

ORIGINAL
INVESTMENT
COMMITMENT EUR

Sweden

2,9 %

9 797 657

Verdane Capital VII K/S

Denmark

7,2 %

9 963 317

Verdane Capital VIII K/S

Denmark

3,0 %

6 860 750

Verdane Capital X (E) AB

Sweden

4,4 %

4 787 209

Verdane Edda (E) AB

Sweden

10,9 %

10 015 624

Verdane NVP II SPV K/S

Denmark

8,5 %

10 000 000

Verso Fund II Ky

Helsinki

9,9 %

5 000 000

VisionPlus Fund I Ky

Helsinki

9,9 %

5 000 000

COMPANY

DOMICILE

Verdane Capital IX (E) AB

947 439 780
Under the provisions of paragraph 3 Chapter 2 Section 9 of Finland’s Accounting Ordinance, some of the information
(funds’ financial statements) referred to in paragraph 1 of Chapter 2 Section 9 is not presented.
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4.2 DIRECT INVESTMENTS
COMPANY
3 Step IT Group Oy

OWNERSHIP %
7,1 %

Aidon Oy

17,4 %

Aker Arctic Technology Oy *

66,4 %

BC Platforms AG

13,5 %

BCBM Holding Oy

22,8 %

BMH Technology Oy

24,8 %

Bookit Oy
Boost NewCo Oy (SuperPark)

2,2 %
12,9 %

Coronaria Oy

4,5 %

Den Group Oy

10,0 %

Dispelix Oy

7,0 %

Endev Oy

14,1 %

Enevo Oy

19,1 %

Fira Group Oy

6,8 %

Flowplayer Oy

11,0 %

Foamit Group Oy

31,3 %

Forenom Group Oy

15,5 %

GRK Infra Oy

8,9 %

ICEYE Oy

8,1 %

IQM Finland Oy

5,6 %

Kaiku Health Oy

18,8 %

KotiCap Oy (Renoa Group Oy)

12,5 %

Kotkamills Group Oyj *

9,2 %

Lamor Corporation Ab

10,1 %

LeadDesk Oyj

11,4 %

MariaDB Corporation Ab

5,3 %

Mekitec Oy

30,4 %

MetGen Oy

15,7 %

M-Files Oy

12,7 %

Midaxo Oy

20,4 %

MultiTaction Oy

33,2 %

NewIcon Oy
Nordic Rescue Group Oy

7,5 %
27,5 %

Nosto Solutions Oy

8,0 %

Onbone Oy

7,5 %

Optomed Oyj

4,3 %

Oura Health Oy

5,6 %

Pesmel Oy

4,9 %

Picosun Oy

3,6 %
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4.2 DIRECT INVESTMENTS
COMPANY

OWNERSHIP %

Profit Holding Oy

28,8 %

Rauma Marine Constructions Oy *

21,3 %

Relais Group Oyj
Stella Care Oy

2,9 %
18,5 %

Suomen VAKA-palvelut I Oy (Touhula)

3,6 %

Suomen VAKA-palvelut II Oy (Touhula)

-

Unisport-Saltex Group Oy

11,4 %

Ursviken Group Oy

24,6 %

Vaadin Oy

21,4 %

Valmet Automotive Oy

37,0 %

Verto Analytics Oy
Vexve Armatury Group Oy

9,7 %
-

Viafin Service Oyj

7,9 %

Viria Oyj

5,0 %

Wirepas Oy

7,9 %

Zervant Oy

12,5 %

Zsar Oy

6,7 %

* Ownership through Tesi Industrial Management Oy.
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5. Net gains from venture capital
& private equity investments
€ THOUSANDS

2019

2018

31 888

35 596

-248

29 524

9 921

6 598

17 322

9 701

5 679

8 246

64 561

89 664

Realised

39 216

96 848

Unrealised

25 345

-7 183

64 561

89 664

Venture capital and private equity funds
Venture Capital
Later stage
Funds-of-funds
Direct venture capital and private equity investments
Venture Capital
Later stage
Total

Net gains from venture capital and private equity investments consist of changes in fair value:

Total

Net gains from venture capital and private equity investments comprise realised and unrealised changes in fair value,
including interest income and dividend income from direct investments.
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6. Employee benefit costs
€ THOUSANDS

2019

2018

Salaries and fees

4 178

3 891

694

676

94

122

4 966

4 689

37

36

Salaries and other short-term employee benefits

1036

1 133

Total

1 036

1 133

Salaries and other short-term employee benefits

279

294

Total

279

294

Emoluments for Board of Directors

137

137

Pension expenses
Other personnel expenses
Total
Average number of personnel employed
by the company during the financial year
MANAGEMENT TEAM

CEO

The Board of Directors decides on the pay principles,

they can invest the bonuses they earn from the compa-

total pay and bonus scheme for the CEO and other mem-

ny’s bonus scheme.

bers of the parent company’s Management Team. The

The pension plan for the CEO complies with the

company’s Management Team comprised the CEO and

Finnish Employee Pension Act. The CEO has a six-month

on average five other members during the financial year.

period of notice in addition to which the individual is,

All the company’s personnel were included in the

under certain conditions, entitled to a reimbursement

bonus scheme during 2019. At the end of 2019, the com-

equivalent to six months’ salary.

pany’s personnel established a personnel fund in which

7. Other operating expenses
€ THOUSANDS

2019

2018

648

557

0

417

133

168

External services

1 524

1 659

Other expenses

1 190

848

Total

3 494

3 649

Other employee benefit costs
Premises expenses
Travel and hospitality expenses
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Other operating expenses include auditors’ fees by type of services provided:
€ THOUSANDS
Audit fees

2019

2018

25

43

Tax advice

3

Other expenses

62

33

Total

87

78

8. Income tax
€ THOUSANDS

2019

2018

-6 875

-22 604

-680

264

Temporary differences originated and reversed

-10 182

9 274

Income tax presented in the income statement

-17 736

-13 066

Current income tax for the financial year
Adjustments relating to previous years
Deferred taxes *)

*) A more detailed specification of deferred taxes is given in Note 12

Reconciliation between income tax expense and tax calculated at the domestic tax rate of 20%.
€ THOUSANDS
Profit before taxes
Tax calculated at domestic tax rate
Income not subject to tax
Expenses not deductible for tax purposes
Difference between net income from venture capital/private equity
funds and taxable income
Adjustments relating to previous years
Income tax presented in the income statement

2019

2018

95 485

67 678

-19 097

-13 536

2 268

391

-2

-65

-225

-119

-680

264

-17 736

-13 066

9. Intangible and tangible assets
			

The carrying amount of tangible and intangible assets at 31.12.2019 was 1613 thousand euros (2018: 644 thousand
euros). These include 1,179 euros of items classified as non-current assets as per IFRS 16 (2018: 0 euros). Depreciation
and amortisation charged according to plan for 2019 was 523 thousand euros (2018: 213 thousand euros).
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10. Notes concerning shareholders’ equity
€ THOUSANDS

Share
capital
(No.)

Share capital

Share
premium
account

31 Dec 2018

41 710

438 992

215 855

31 Dec 2019

43 160

438 992

215 855

Invested
unrestricted
equity fund

Total
654 848

14 500

669 348

Finnish Industry Investment Ltd has one class of share and each share carries entitlement to a dividend. Each share
entitles the right to one vote at the Annual General Meeting. The shares have no nominal value. All the shares issued
are fully paid up.				

11. Deferred taxes
Changes in
fair values of
venture capital
and private
equity funds

Changes in fair
values of direct
investments

Changes in
fair values
of financial
securities

Other items

Total

1 356

6 234

75

8

7 672

276

4 324

2 188

1 631

10 558

2 263

8

14 460

932

-227

-2 139

-3

-1 436

2 563

10 331

124

5

13 024

Changes in
fair values of
venture capital
and private
equity funds

Changes in
fair values
of direct
investments

Changes in
fair values
of financial
securities

Total

1 Jan 2018

17 761

9 651

3 165

30 578

Recognised in
income statement

-3 537

3 744

-2 693

-2 486

31 Dec 2018

14 224

13 395

473

28 092

3 369

2 239

3 137

8 745

17 593

15 634

3 610

36 837

€ THOUSANDS
Deferred tax assets
1 Jan 2018
Recognised in
income statement
31 Dec 2018
Recognised in
income statement
31 Dec 2019

€ THOUSANDS

6 788

Deferred tax
liabilities

Recognised in
income statement
31 Dec 2019
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12. Current liabilities
€ THOUSANDS
Accounts payable

2019

2018

288

285

Accruals relating to employee benefits

1 487

1 483

Tax liabilities

1 283

4 535

Other

708

189

Total

3 766

6 491

€ THOUSANDS

2019

2018

During the year

2

367

13. Commitments				
					

Minimum lease payments based on non-cancellable leases are as follows:

Within 1–5 years

1 337

Later than 5 years
Total

2

1 704

2019

2018

332 701

314 988

5 798

1 410

338 498

316 398

Outstanding commitments at end of year
€ THOUSANDS
Fund investments
Portfolio companies
Total
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14. Related parties
Related parties of the Group comprise the parent com-

Transactions with related parties:
Finnish Industry Investment Ltd charged a consulting

pany and its subsidiaries. Related parties also comprise
the members of the Board of Directors, CEO and other

fee from Tesi Fund Management Oy of 540 thousand

members of the Management Team as well as their next

euros in 2019 (2018: 544 thousand euros) and from FEFSI

of kin.

Management Oy 563 thousand euros (2018: 301 thou-

Salaries and fees of management are disclosed in

sand euros).

Note 6. Employee benefit costs.

Finnish Industry Investment Ltd had no investment
commitments to Tesi Industrial Management Oy as at
31.12.2019.					

15. Subsidiaries 					
					

The following table presents the parent company and companies in which the group has control at 31 Dec 2019:

Holding by the
parent (%)

Holding by
Group (%)

Treatment in consolidated financial
statements

Management
company

100 %

100 %

Consolidated

Finland

Management
company

100 %

100 %

Consolidated

Tesi Industrial Management Oy

Finland

VC & PE
investment

100 %

100 %

At fair value through
profit or loss

Aker Arctic Technology Oy

Finland

1)

66,4 %

66,4 %

At fair value through
profit or loss

Aker Arctic Canada Inc

Canada

1)

66,4 %

At fair value through
profit or loss

Aker Arctic Technology LLC

Russia

1)

66,4 %

At fair value through
profit or loss

PARENT

Country of
registration

Nature of
business

Finnish Industry Investment Ltd

Finland

Venture capital
and private equity
investment

Tesi Fund Management Oy

Finland

FEFSI Management Oy

SUBSIDIARIES

1) Company specialised in the design of, and technical consultation for, icebreakers and other ships operating in the Arctic areas.

16. Events after the financial year
After the end of the financial year, Tesi has raised the
fund-of-fund KRR IV (Kasvurahastojen Rahasto IV Ky), to

capital, growth and selected buyout funds in 2020-2025.
Tesi has also made direct investments in UpCloud Ltd

gether with Finnish institutional investors. The size of KRR

and Nordic Rescue Group Ltd, which is the parent compa

IV was €165m at first closing, of which Tesi’s commitment

ny of Saurus Ltd and Vema Lift Ltd.

was €65m. KRR IV plans to invest in 10-14 Finnish venture
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Auditor’s Report

This document is an English translation of the Finnish auditor’s report.
Only the Finnish version of the report is legally binding.

TO THE ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING OF FINNISH INDUSTRY INVESTMENT LTD
Report on the Audit of the Financial Statements

OPINION

lations governing the preparation of financial statements

We have audited the financial statements of Finnish

in Finland and comply with statutory requirements. The

Industry Investment Ltd (business identity code 1007806-

Board of Directors and the Managing Director are also

3) for the year ended 31 December, 2019. The financial

responsible for such internal control as they determine is

statements comprise the consolidated balance sheet,

necessary to enable the preparation of financial state-

statement of comprehensive income, statement of chang-

ments that are free from material misstatement, whether

es in equity, statement of cash flows and notes, including

due to fraud or error.

a summary of significant accounting policies, as well as

In preparing the financial statements, the Board of

the parent company’s balance sheet, income statement,

Directors and the Managing Director are responsible for

statement of cash flows and notes.
In our opinion
• the consolidated financial statements give a true
and fair view of the group’s financial position, financial performance and cash flows in accordance with
International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) as
adopted by the EU
• the financial statements give a true and fair view of
the parent company’s financial performance and
financial position in accordance with the laws and
regulations governing the preparation of financial
statements in Finland and comply with statutory
requirements.

assessing the parent company’s and the group’s ability

BASIS FOR OPINION

whether the financial statements as a whole are free

We conducted our audit in accordance with good auditing practice in Finland. Our responsibilities under good
auditing practice are further described in the Auditor’s
Responsibilities for the Audit of the Financial Statements
section of our report. We are independent of the parent
company and of the group companies in accordance with
the ethical requirements that are applicable in Finland
and are relevant to our audit, and we have fulfilled our
other ethical responsibilities in accordance with these
requirements. We believe that the audit evidence we have
obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis
for our opinion.

RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE BOARD OF
DIRECTORS AND THE MANAGING DIRECTOR
FOR THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

to continue as a going concern, disclosing, as applicable,
matters relating to going concern and using the going
concern basis of accounting. The financial statements are
prepared using the going concern basis of accounting unless there is an intention to liquidate the parent company
or the group or cease operations, or there is no realistic
alternative but to do so.

AUDITOR’S RESPONSIBILITIES FOR THE AUDIT
OF THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
Our objectives are to obtain reasonable assurance about
from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or
error, and to issue an auditor’s report that includes our
opinion. Reasonable assurance is a high level of assurance, but is not a guarantee that an audit conducted in
accordance with good auditing practice will always detect
a material misstatement when it exists. Misstatements
can arise from fraud or error and are considered material
if, individually or in the aggregate, they could reasonably
be expected to influence the economic decisions of users
taken on the basis of the financial statements.
As part of an audit in accordance with good auditing
practice, we exercise professional judgment and maintain
professional skepticism throughout the audit. We also:
• Identify and assess the risks of material misstate-

The Board of Directors and the Managing Director are

ment of the financial statements, whether due to

responsible for the preparation of consolidated financial

fraud or error, design and perform audit procedures

statements that give a true and fair view in accordance

responsive to those risks, and obtain audit evidence

with International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) as

that is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis

adopted by the EU, and of financial statements that give

for our opinion. The risk of not detecting a material

a true and fair view in accordance with the laws and regu-

misstatement resulting from fraud is higher than for
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one resulting from error, as fraud may involve collu-

We communicate with those charged with governance

sion, forgery, intentional omissions, misrepresenta-

regarding, among other matters, the planned scope and

tions, or the override of internal control.

timing of the audit and significant audit findings, includ-

• Obtain an understanding of internal control relevant
to the audit in order to design audit procedures
that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not
for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the
effectiveness of the parent company’s or the group’s
internal control.
• Evaluate the appropriateness of accounting policies

ing any significant deficiencies in internal control that we
identify during our audit.

OTHER REPORTING REQUIREMENTS
Other Information
The Board of Directors and the Managing Director are

used and the reasonableness of accounting esti-

responsible for the other information. The other informa-

mates and related disclosures made by manage-

tion comprises the report of the Board of Directors. Our

ment.

opinion on the financial statements does not cover the

• Conclude on the appropriateness of the Board of
Directors’ and the Managing Director’s use of the
going concern basis of accounting and based on
the audit evidence obtained, whether a material uncertainty exists related to events or conditions that
may cast significant doubt on the parent company’s
or the group’s ability to continue as a going concern.
If we conclude that a material uncertainty exists,
we are required to draw attention in our auditor’s
report to the related disclosures in the financial
statements or, if such disclosures are inadequate, to
modify our opinion. Our conclusions are based on
the audit evidence obtained up to the date of our
auditor’s report. However, future events or conditions may cause the parent company or the group
to cease to continue as a going concern.
• Evaluate the overall presentation, structure and

other information.
In connection with our audit of the financial statements, our responsibility is to read the other information
and, in doing so, consider whether the other information
is materially inconsistent with the financial statements
or our knowledge obtained in the audit, or otherwise
appears to be materially misstated. Our responsibility
also includes considering whether the report of the Board
of Directors has been prepared in accordance with the
applicable laws and regulations.
In our opinion, the information in the report of the
Board of Directors is consistent with the information in
the financial statements and the report of the Board of
Directors has been prepared in accordance with the applicable laws and regulations.
If, based on the work we have performed, we conclude that there is a material misstatement of the report
of the Board of Directors, we are required to report that
fact. We have nothing to report in this regard.

content of the financial statements, including the
disclosures, and whether the financial statements

Helsinki 28 February 2020

represent the underlying transactions and events

KPMG OY AB

so that the financial statements give a true and fair
view.
• Obtain sufficient appropriate audit evidence re-

Juha-Pekka Mylén
Authorised Public Accountant, KHT

garding the financial information of the entities or
business activities within the group to express an
opinion on the consolidated financial statements.
We are responsible for the direction, supervision
and performance of the group audit. We remain
solely responsible for our audit opinion.
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